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One of the newest changes to the
campus is the Residential College.
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opening 1
students linger in front of Ross Residence Mall.
Beck> BishofI Tern Strefling and fiiends huq
with excitement
The Bulldogs play a hard game of football with
lots of fans in the stands.
2 opening
Amanda newhill, Katie Brown and Leigh
Steel dance tlieir hearts out.
orrow
We change in everything we do. On many occasions
we drift from day to day not even realizing what we did
or the memories that we have made. This 1989-90 year
at Butler University has experienced many definite
changes. We have a new president. President Bannis-
ter, has improved many of the programs and support-
ed a lot of our activities. The newest geographic edition
is the Residential College. At the hall we are trying to
achieve a community atmosphere. Also, all of the
freshman women reside in Schwitzer. This is a change
to unite the campus and for everyone to try to become
better acquainted before moving into the houses. Hin-
kle rieldhouse has had some remodeling which pre-
sents the sports' area to be more appealing.
We drift from the past to the ftiture in a wane of
season changes, academic changes, and most of all
identity formations. As we change we hope to remem-
ber the beauty of Butler's campus and characteristics.
The Bell Tower makes a statement on Butlers
campus.
Shannon Huneryager lies on the table over-
looking the freshmen skits.
opening ^
Right: Rhonda Webb looks up to one of her friends' room at
Schwitzer Hall
4 opening
Jim Cain takes a run after class!
Shiaron Boyack and Mike Tomlin enjoy an outside
activity on campus.
John l^isner, Michelle Marocco, Jeff Auld, Holly
Lindberg, and Julie Kromkowski receives their
group hug of the day.
Brad Van Home, Chuck Wells. Joel Johnson
and Kate Kish make new friends on campus.
opening 5
Lany Taylor, winner of Phi Delta Theta Lil
Phi Hundred, laughed after his victory!
Students enjoy a fun-filled day at the Lambda
Chi Alpha Melon Bust.
Mark McFatridge and Jim Jay sit in the window sill
and cheer their friends on.
changing lifestyle
We, as students have worked diligently at our courses and
extra-curricular activities. We have competed for grades by study-
ing weeks before tests. Yet, some study hours before and others
pull an all nighter. Those ofus who are not quite finished at Butler
University choose schedules for the next semester. In the process
we check out the subjects, professors, and the set-up ofthe class.
Most students proceed through no-line registration.
Weekends at Butler don't always consist ofa variety of activities
to do. To compensate for this fact many students pack up their
cars after their Friday's classes and move on to another destina-
tion for the weekend. Although, a lot of students hang around to
possibly go to sports' events, visit with friends, go out to dinner
off campus, shop, watch the Student Assembly movies, study or
party!
These activities and habits have been established at Butler. Are
these changes?— Sure— we have speakers occasionally, spon-
sored activities fi-om organizations, or a dance here and there.
Some of us do these activities so often that we think of them as
the "thing " to do. We forget that these are changes from our
home or everyday life on Butler's campus.
6 opening
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Dawn Oswald
Katie Wantz and Sharon Boyack spend time to-
gether sharing ideas.
Todd Ashman, Sigma Chi, awaited a pie in his face
at Sigma Chi Derby Daze.
It s a hiti Todd Ashman accepts his pie with style.
opening 7
Scott Hunter and Mike Baker clown
around walking back from class.
A normal afternoon on a beautiful day on Butler's
campus.
A group of energetic students pull and tugged on a
unified rope!
8 opening
Heather Burkhart scream out the window at
Schwitzer Hall.
opening
10 student life
Jennifer Hupp with Thomas Richner in the back-
ground plays piano in her spare time.
student Life
Top; left to right: Larry Qabbard, Kurt Phillips, Eric Leah Wolfe writes notes at
Dinner, Tami Coe, and Kim Reiber sing and act to ^
the Alpha Chi and Phi Fsi Theme — Board to be a Kirstin Carlstrand sits on the curb talking and re-
Game', laxing. Student life 11
Glitter ^
Glamour
Right: Matt Hatt and Jim Alegretti
smile and enjoy the fun.
Leslie Lane
Amy Matthews, Lyie Hardin, Amy
Pfaffman, Laurie Hilguist, Amy Da-
vis, and Amanda riewhil! — all Al-
pha Phi s, get ready for the home-
coming dance.
When the word home-
coming is mentioned, it
brings about memories
of old friends, smiles,
and the thrill of victory in
all of us. The weekend of
October 15-14 was filled
with many activities to
participate in or just ob-
serve. This year's home-
coming was no exception
to the rule.
rriday, October 13th
started with Freshmen
skits. This year's winners
were the Alpha Phi's. Af-
ter that, many students
and neighborhood ob-
servers came out for the
fireworks at the Butler
Bowl. As they lit up the
evening sky, they
brought smiles and
cheers from the young
and old alike. Approxi-
mately 15 minutes later,
the evening was topped
in front of Irwin Library,
with The Jones' band fill-
ing the air with music.
Early the next morn-
ing, the Sigma Chi's were
victorious over Phi Delta
Theta in the annual
Chariot race. Then came
the real fun — the root-
ball Game. Butler hosted
Valparaiso and easily
won in an energetic
game, 31-0. There was as
much excitement on the
field as there was in the
stands. Plenty of cheers
and spirit came from en-
thusiastic alumni, stu-
dents, and teachers.
Then before we knew
it, halftime broke out.
The presentation con-
sisted of the marching
band playing a variety of
tunes and the halftime
Honies doing a few rou-
tines. After that the big
announcement was
made on who would be
the Homecoming Queen.
This year Kim Raines be-
came the queen for
1989. The festivities
closed with the annual
dance at the Marrot Tem-
ple.
It seemed as if the
weekend was over before
it really began. There
was so much enthusiasm
and excitement which
changed some of our
lives, and definitely set
memories. The success
of this year's homecom-
ing proved to be the best
one yet.
12 homecoming dance
Above: Mike Tomlin, Michelle Cox are hav-
ing fun during the homecoming dance.
Left: Scott Kerin and Brooke Oren. dance
the night away.
homecoming dance 15
Butler Beauties
This is Joe Shaleigh s idea of a dou-
ble date with Leigh Ann Godwin and
Kim ShaefTer.
Homecoming candidates: top row; left
to right, Angela Loerhke, Residential
College, Susie Selby, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Kathy Beeson, SchwILzer, Mi-
chelle Oblack, Ross Hall, Sharon
Boyack, Alpha Phi, Sharon Brewer,
Residential College, Kim Rains, Delta
Gamma, Jennifer Jensen, Schwitzer
Hall, and Lisa Everroad, Pi Beta Phi.
Bottom row, Terri SwiLzer, Kathleen
McQinnir, Kristyn Chapar, Katie
Wantz, Pamela Berson.
14 homecoming
# ^*'
Kim Rains and Tony Antonopolis ac-
cepts the position for Homecoming
Queen.
Qreg Qauer and a friend smile BIG!
Butler students gather for an all cam-
pus event.
Dear Mom,
This has been a cool
week! We got out of
classes at noon on Friday
— no English! Boy was 1
excited! It was a pretty
day and we had some
neat class competitions!
Later we went to fresh-
man skits — those Alpha
Phi's looked really sharp!
After that we went to the
fireworks and dance-ac-
tion!
My first college football
game — we won! — Of
course! I even knew Kim
Reiner — she was the
Homecoming Queen!
Hmm
. . . , 1 wonder, can
only seniors run???!!!
Guess what! Remem-
ber that guy with half of
his head shaved? He
asked me to the home-
coming dance! He's so
sweet! The dance was at
the Marott Temple and it
was awesome! I'll send
you a picture when we
get them! Oh, you know
that new formal we
bought? Well, 1 sort of
spilled punch on it — no
problem though — my
date is going to tye-dye it
for me! Isn't he a
doll???!!
Have to go! It's 2:00
am & I have to read 6
more chapters in speech
for my midterm at 8:00
tomorrow — or should 1
say today? What a bum-
mer!
Love,
Your little Butler Brat!
P.S. Could you possibly
advance me some cash?
$150 should cover the
damage to the car we
wrecked after the dance.
Thanks!
Kristyn Chapas and Rich Schmaltz en-
joy a good time at the Homecoming
dance.
athy Beeson and Kim Daugherty try
> decide who is taller!
homecoming 15
c
Left: The Phi Kappa Fsi s talk out their
skit.
Right: Leigh Ann Godwin, Jullie Hiatt.
Anne Richmond, Kim Schaefer, and
Cheree Dolby.
Amanda Mewhill and Lyle Hardin hug
with a smile.
Left to right: Becky Merold and Sarah
Stoufe, back row; Qina nicosia per-
form their skit to represent the Delta
Qamma house.
People say that it only
happens once in a life
time and that's what we
kept in our minds as we
went through Freshmen
Orientation Week.
From the moment our
parents dropped us off
we were amid a flurry of
noise and constant
movement. Money rapid-
ly exchanged hands —
$20 for activity fees ($30
if we lined at Schwitzer
Mall), $15 if we wanted to
rush, and pizza money
for the following week!
We moved in our
rooms and awaited the
dreaded 'Good-bye " to
our family. After the last
parent had departed we
sat and thought in some
sense or another, Tiow
what?"
After the first night or
two we adjusted to our
roommates (most of us
anyway!) and those of us
in Ross Hall had to get
acquainted vidth commu-
nal showers! College was
a different life.
The week was filled
with activities for every-
one. Butler definitely
kept us on the move.
There were seminars on
how to study, eat right,
and getting involved on
campus. We had the
unique opportunity to
meet Maya Angelon, au-
thoress of 1 Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings, at
a convocation. That was
this years required read-
ing.
We finally settled into a
pattern of life that we
could handle and guess
what — classes began!
How could this happen
so soon? Classes after
we just started on entire-
ly new phase of our lives.
Jump in and become a
well rounded student. —
that is what we are told.
Lets just hope it works.
16 freshman skits
new class on the block
Schwitzer Mall women plan for their
freshman sKit.
freshman skits 17
18 freshman skits
Andy Wing, Chris Poe, and David
Ryser act out "Price is Right" in their
freshman skit.
Freshman
skits
_
Funny frosh
Clowes Mall was filled _
with Butler students ex-
pecting major entertain-
ment on October 14,
1989. Feelings ran ram- B - /''i^^^^^V'i'^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1part as each housing
unit's representatives
practiced their parts for
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K^/,
.rc_a»^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l
the last time before per-
formance. This was the
night of freshmaen skits
sponsored by Blue Key.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Ki.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
Laughter, often min-
gled with applause, filled
^^H^H^V[[|Hthe auditorium as eachgroup attempted to out-
wit, outsmart, and out-
^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 /SkS- ' V'.:';' 'I^^^H
weigh the others, in pop- ^^^^H3r * 1 i wMi- '^H
ularity. The Alpha Phi ^^^^^^^ y ^-:^//'''IHpledges pulled ahead l^^^^^H r ^B^^:'- ' ' ^^1
and won first prize with a ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H '7'^^^^B ''M'' /^^^^H
skit centered on a flash-
back in Butler history. ^^^^HPIv ' ' ^ li^i'
''''''
'^1
Pi Beta Phi pledge
^^^^^^^m^i"-\.'- }'':W .M iisH^^B I^^H
class took second place
with their silent movie Vm^?!fW': - - -' mHT ''^^^^^^^^^^I
theme, third place went ^^^Kt'' ''-'"'' -^^^fl ^^^V^ ' ^^^^^^^^^^H
to the Alpha Chi Omega
pledges and their Bill &
Ted's Excellent Adven- John Sherman and David Figge Phi
ture theme. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^t^^^tmk M ^^^^^^^l^^l Kappa Psi freshmen, wonder what
As the seats emptied.
they are doing on stage. . . ?
and silence filled the air. Shannon Alexander, Traci Thalls,
echos of fun remained. Anne Senne, Amy Riley, Carrie Ise-
Everyone agreed it was
one of the best Fresh- ^KF - ^^'^^ -4t ^^gpmm
man. Dawn Wiltshire, Traci KnoLson,
Jennifer Reithman, and Cindy Dowd,
Kappa Alpha Theta pledges, enjoyed
man skits — at least for being together and having fun!
1989!
^^^L,.
Jennifer Quinlan, freshman repre-
senting Schwitzer Hall, holds her en-
^^IHHHMHiiii^^^^Hi^^!9^H^L larged hand out!
freshman skits 19
Eric Overpeck, Phi Kappa Psi repre-
sentative, cries during the Alpha Chi/
Phi Psi winning sisit. — Board to be a
Qame.
Pi Beta Phi was paired with Sigma Chi
in their production of "The Row
Boat.
Schwitzer Hall and Tau Kappa Epsilon
competed with "Alice in Familyland.
Geneva stunts
The 70th Annual Gene-
va Stunts was held on
October 28, 1989 in
Clowes Hall. "Saturday
riight Live" was the over-
all theme sponsored by
the Butler Intercollegiate
YMCA.
The winners' theme
was 'Board to Be a
Game" representing the
team of Alpha Chi Ome-
ga and Phi Kappa Psi.
This paired team swept
first place for Most Origi-
nal Act, the Spirit Award,
and Overall Winner.
Second place was
awarded to the team of
Kappa Alpha Theta and
Phi Delta Theta for their
participation with the
theme, "Where's a Hero
When You Need One?"
'The Truly Twisted
Twenties" was the third
place theme won by the
team of Alpha Phi and
Lambda Chi Alpha.
All of the housing units
were paired in a specific
order. Schwitzer Hall/
Tau Kappa Epsilon's 'Al-
ice in Familyland," Delta
Gamma/Sigma Plus
'The Telephone Hour, '
Pi Beta Phi/Sigma Chi's
"The Row Boat," Kappa
Kappa Gamma/
Delta Tau Delta's "Trage-
dy on Waldorf's Moun-
tain," and Delta Delta
Delta/Ross Hall's
"Woodstock '89. " The
residence of Residential
College were paired with
the Commuters. Unfor-
tunatly not enough par-
ticipatory commuters
were interested for that
team to compete.
Each year the housing
units prepare for approx-
imately two months prior
to the date of Geneva
Stunts. It is an all cam-
pus event which unifies
some healthy competi-
tion showing the multi-
talents on Butler's cam-
pus.
20 geneva stunts
"Live from Butler University
It's Saturday Night"
Brad Shepard, Sean Howard, Rick
Mance, Fred Schultz, Rick Lighity, and
Andy Wing (first row). Ton> Gardner,
Chris Foe, Paul Feindt, Darrell Miller,
and Brian fiobbe, Jenny Williams,
Laura King, Andrea Eichenburg, and
Maria Stergiopolus sing and dance in
their stunt Tragedy on Waldorf's
Mountain.'
Stephaine Neck and Kevin Hartman
represent Delta Gamma and Sigma
Piu in their skit at Geneva Stunts —
The Telephone hour.
Alpha Phi s, — Kim Devvester, Caro-
line Abeleda, and Kim Mitchell and
Lambda Chi Alpha, Tom Duchelle
sing their hearts out!
geneva stunts 21
Below: Jeff Lane and Sharon
Boyack finish the announcing
job of Spring Sing.
22 candids
candids 23
1990 Spring Sing
Right; Delta Delta Delta and Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon perform the "Masquer-
ade.
"
Below; Delta Gamma and Lambda Chi
Alpha sing songs from the Bigh-
ouse.
Right; Residential College and Com-
muters give a ' Dreamtime Sere-
nade
, 3rd place. iEMJI
F
li |-r-_ Jl^
24 spring sing
100 th
Annual
Perfonmance
The 100th Annual
Spring Sing took place at
Clowes Memorial Mall.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Phi Kappa Psi's "All
Aboard" sailed away
with first place honors.
The pair also won the
Spirit Award which was
based on advance ticket
sales and the banner
competition.
Leslie Filter, who co-di-
rected the act with Larry
Qabbard, attributed the
act's success to the mu-
sical arranging of Jeffrey
Cradell and the choreog-
raphy of sophomore
Monica Method. The
group was also assisted
by Jordan Jazz Director
Michael Hayden.
Alpha Chi Omega and
Ross Hall took second
place with their act "And
Fiow a Word from Our
Sponsor, " a medley of
commercial jingles.
Third place honors
went to the Residential
College and Commuters
for their act "Dreamtime
Serenade. " This pairing
increased the number of
acts from eight in previ-
ous years to nine. This
change was due to the
addition of Residential
College.
Traditionally, other an-
nual campus honors are
awarded at Spring Sing
sponsored by YMCA. The
Lamp of Wisdom Service
Trophy was presented
through the YMCA by
Butler President Geoffrey
Bannister. The awards
went to Peer Educators,
Phi Delta Chi, and the
Black Student Union.
The Alcohol Awareness
Award was given to Phi
Kappa Psi and outstand-
ing freshman honors
went to Ann McPheeters
and Doug Sorocco.
The evening ended
with the Jordan Jazz
singers providing enter-
tainment while the final
tallying of the scores
were taking place. The
entertainment during
Spring Sing was an addi-
tion to the entire eve.
Left: Ross Mall and Alpha Chi Omega
take 2nd place with And Mow a Word
from our Sponsor. '
Below: Alpha Phi and Delta Tau Delta
sing and act "There's Mo Business
Like Show Business.'
spring sing 25
other Spring Sing com-
peting pairs included Pi
Beta Phi and Sigma riu
with the theme "Bright
Lights/Big City, " Alpha
Phi and Delta Tau Delta's
"There's no Business
Like Show Business, "
Schwitzer Hall and Phi
Delta Theta's "Come Sail
with Us, " Delta Delta Del-
ta and Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon's 'Masquerade, "
Delta Gamma and Lamb-
da Chi Alpha's "Songs
fro the Bighouse," and
Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Chi's "Kids. "
Left: Chris Langhout and Fritz
Bennett practice their part in
the Dreamtime Serenade.
Below; Delta Delta Delta and
Tau Kappa Epsilon practice
with arms pointing for Spring
Sing.
Left: Ross Hall and Alpha Chi
Omega look professional even
before the night.
Right: The stripes of Lambda
Chi and the stars of Delta Gam-
ma shine through while prepar-
ing for the big night.
sC^
i
26 spring sing
spring sing 27
28 spring weekend
Bulldog spring weekend Friends, fun
and sun
Spring weekend is a
fun all campus event. It
falls each yearjust a cou-
ple weekends before fin-
als just when everyone is
in need to let go of some
steam and mingle with
all of their friends over
the campus. On Friday,
Delta Tau Delta hosts the
Trik la Tron. This as al-
ways a big success. The
tent goes up near
Schwitzer Mall and there
are comedians, clowns,
music, and refresh-
ments. It becomes like
an amusement park for
awhile with cotton candy
and even the magician.
Saturday afternoon. Phi
Kappa Psi hosts the Phi
Psi 500. Each housing
unit gets involved with
this event because of the
team effort that it takes
to drive the cars around
the prepared track. The
weekend allows for ev-
eryone to get together
and enjoy the weather,
friends and the campus
itself.
Top: Ron Ellis and Matt McKee
direct the Phi Psi 500 race with
President Bannister looking on.
Left: Tara Todd, Qreg
Lineweaver, Laura Sorrels.
Dane Craton, Lindsey Smith,
Rich Moulton, Jesse Qabrano,
Kelly McQIade, Brandon
Qaither, Myra Naase, Jeff Bal-
dwin, Erica Egolf, John Strott,
Kristin Doss, Brian Quy, Lori
Davenport, and Rick Caldwell
make up the Phi Psi 500 court.
spring weekend 29
30 spring weekend
spring weekend 31
Emily Podmare and a friend row the
raft at the Ragala in the Homecoming
event.
32 outside activities
Above; A large crowd of Butler stu-
dents enjoy a Bulldog Football game!
Above: Phi Delts play a hard game of
volleyball.
Behind the scenes
Butler students practice for hours for
the performance. Marry Me a Little.
Dave Brooi^s, Steve Winkler and Matt
Dickerson compose at the piano.
Richard Dryer
The Butler University Symphony Or-
chestra, Wind section, practice in Lilly
Hall.
34 fine arts
ta^:i
Fine Arts
The College of Fine
Arts offers a wide variety
of opportunities. Butler
University has hard work-
ing dancers who are con-
stantly improving their
form and technique. For-
tunately, they get to dem-
onstrate their success in
performances; such as.
The Mutcracker, Midwin-
ter Ballet, and Planets.
These performances
were successful.
Our music majors
practice in a disciplined
fashion. Students have
to learn to juggle their
practice time, perfor-
mances, and other aca-
demic classes. The Wind
Ensemble and Butler
Chorale, two musical
groups by audition only,
have accomplished
much success this year.
Wind Ensemble has had
a few concerts. Time and
the Winds and Rejoice at
the Cathedral during the
Christmas season. Dur-
ing spring break they are
touring Washington D.C.
and Baltimore. One of
their last concerts was
April 8 at Clowes Memo-
rial Hall.
Butler Chorale is tour-
ing Mexico City singing
and performing. Both of
these groups are defi-
nitely proving Butler's
success!
The theater depart-
ment has also made
great strides this year.
They have performed
Heather, one act operas,
and plays through the
primary English class.
Radio and TV majors
continue to develop their
talents. There are radio
personalities on the air.
Also, a sport's dept., an
interview show on public
radio, promotion's dept.,
and a production dept.
As far as the television
dept. there are perspec-
tines for cable aspects.
The most exciting news
is Channel 69 was
bought and supposedly
ready for the fall.
The Fine Arts depart-
ment is certainly having
a lot of changes and ac-
complishments.
Richard Dryer
Tim Alien plays to get ready for the
next performance.
Brian Wilson and Rick Jeffries play
away.
Butler dancers perform on stage at
Clowes Memorial Hall.
Hne arts 35
Mara McCabe
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Football Roster
BU OFF
3 Ferris St 28
35 riorthwood 14
18 GRAND VAL 27
23 DAYTOn 23
43 St. Joe 28
23 Kentucky S 19
31 VALPARAISO
31 IMDFLS 25
Wins 5
Losses 2
Tie 1
Home Games Caps
NO. NAME
1 Oelma/ Terry
2 Tom Jennings
3 Greg Gauer
4 WillWeisiger
5 Richard Moren
6 Chuck Ward'
7 RussHarpold
8-D Brad Steely
8-0 ErikGoins
9-0 Kent Greer
M BradMcMillen
10 TimWilmer
11 JetlBeck
12 Kevin Shombcr"
13 ToddRoeniing
14 DanGallin"
15 Ron KiolDassa'
15 Paul Romanowski
17-D TonyMellord
17-0 K.C, LeNler
18 JceKuntz
19 DanHuber
20 Scotl OeShone*
21 Gene Austin'
22 Derek Shellon
23 Brad Cougill
24 Steve Roderts""
29
25 Dennis Springer
2S-D DonDeCraene
26-0 Rick Harvey
27 Dave Machafasctiwili
28 WeyiinStewan
Dax Gonzalez'
30 Matt Haal
31 Dean O'Brien
32 MikeCocnran
33-0 MikeGillum
33-0 MictiaelBell
34 Kevin Kimt;!e
35 Dwayne SrL.bbc
36 Jell Gatcn
37 Davin Isakson
38-0 Jon Stevens
38-0 RonMenely
Tim Walker
Bob Benson
Aaron Vermilion
Cfiuck Orban'
Joe Koednen"
Gary Eldridge"
Jerry Pianto"
Jetl Massey'
Mike Beyer
48 Pat Rooney"
49-0 Dave Whitlield
39
42
45
47
49-0 Ctiuck Wells
50 Greg Lyons
51 MarkAllanson"
52 Carl Kocur'
53 Bernard Ringer
54 Todd Larson"
55 Jim Dixon"
56-0 BobWoodring
55-D Bobby Jenkins
57-0 JimHilz
58 Ricti Orban
59 Doug Bodie
60-0 Rick Atkins
50-0 Jim Boeder
61 Man Hull
62 Mark Phillips'
63 Kyle Octis
64 Jim Flowers
55 Ruben DeLuna
56 NickMelloh
57 Chris Abel
58 MikeSchuler
69 Dan Shirey"
70 Chris Neher
71 AlvinHolliday
72 TimSaam'
73-D Kevin Enrighl'
73-0 Greg Davis
74 Chris Flowers
75 Ed Mysogland
75 Steve Moan
77 Greg Mariactier"
78 Sam lalanco'
79 Jim Allegretti
30 Jon Evans'
81 MikeHutson'
82 Michael Banks
83 Tom Fuller
84 Tim Roberts
85 Chris Dirksing
36 Ron Roembke"'
87-0 Ranc' Fouce
87-0 Dave Perkins
88 Chad Alcorn"
89 PK. Williams"
90 Brian Keilman
91 MikeErtel'
92 Brent Berglund
93 Joe Ivlunoz
94 Dion Lane
95-0 Andrev» Young'
95-D Blake Sctiimmel
% ErickHill
97-0 Tom Hipskind
97-0 BillHolba
98 Brian Prilchard
99 RonBaird"
*t^
38 football — VARSITY LETTERS EARNED.
'^
W.5/ ,n
Butler s team tackles the opponents,
Carl Kocur, number 52, stands and
^
looks to see how he finished the job.
football 39
Todd Roehling blocks Valparaiso low
40 football
/ootball
Bulldogs are Top Dogs' oftlCC
The Butler Bulldogs after a
1-2-1 start, got back on the
winning track by winning their
final 4 games. The Dogs de-
feated the Greyhounds of In-
dianaplis in the annual Top
Dog' game by a score of 31-
25. Running back Steve Rob-
erts set a Butler record of 258
yards rushing on 44 carries
and 2 TD runs. Butler's next
prize was to win the HCC title
for the third consecutive year
and they had to beat Ashland.
Although the game was on the
road, the Bulldogs were deter-
mined to win. Ashland's best
was their running game and
the Dogs were ready. Despite
Ashland's air attack which
surprised the Dogs, a 17-6 win
was the final result and we
chalked up a third MCC title.
This was also the final year for
the HCC and let it be known
that the Butler Bulldogs are
the ultimate champions.
Getri Rambis
'E Left: Punter "12, Kevin Shomber pre- Above: At practice — one of the play-
's^ E pares to boat one deep kick. ers get ready for a win.
football 41
Girls cross country team: Coach Bri- Demmon, Lindsey Smith, and Joey Mash, Mary Seal, and Shelly Bruner.
an Miller, Beth Ann Brooks, Sarah Schershel. Katrina Siebert, Teresa
42 cross country
Men s cross country team: Coach Taylor, Wes Piavlanx. Dave Graves, wood, Jim Zeigler, Mike Goodnight,
Stan Lyons, Joel Pearson, Paul Cal- Vance Wessar, Ray Ball, Eric Under- captain,
nin, Brian Kopack, Clay Jones, Chad
Cross Country
Men's and Women's team excel
Men's
Scores
BUTLER inVITATIOnAL: 2nd of 5
Wabash Hokum Karem: 3rd of 10
Taylor Invitational; 5th of 14
Manchester invitational: 2nd of 15
Hanover Invitational: 1st of 10
Indiana Intercollegiates: 8th of 18
Wabash 25, BU 31
MCC Championships: 4th of 8
n. 10-11 — At nCAA Dis IV Meet
Women's
Scores
BUTLER INVITATIONAL; 1st of 5
Ball State 19, BU 38
Taylor Invitational: 1st of 9
Manchester Invitational; 2nd of 9
Anderson Invitational: 2nd of 4
Indiana St. Invitational: 5th of 7
Indiana Intercollegiates; 1st of 12
MCC Championships; 6th of 8
N. 10-11 — At NCAA Dis. IV Meet
Eric Underwood and Clay Jones at a
cross country meet.
cross country 43
The women practice their tough
shots.
Butler 1989-90 Women s basketball
team; front row, left to right: Sheryl
Miller, Shelley Roby, Laura Carroll,
Wrika McCoy, Beth Hoffmeister, Lisa
Oltmanns. Middle row; Assistant
coach Davin Crosby, assistant coach
44 women's basketball
basketball
Women's team close
. . . But no cigar
The Butler women's basket-
ball team needed a few sec-
onds and one shot. Mow frus-
trating can a loss by one point
be? When that one point sepa-
rated the Lady Bulldogs from
the MCC championship. The
ladies finished their season
with a 20-9 mark against Motre
Dame.
Jamaine Walker
Julie Von Dielinger, freshman, gets up
to shoot over Detroit s defense.
Below: Senior Lady Bulldogs; *22 —
Beth Moffmeister, *31 — Sheryl
Miller, «'30 — Laura Carroll, »23 —
Erika McCoy, *33 — Shelley Roby.
Mara McCabe
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Butler's men swim team, strong finish
Butler's Men's swim season
started slow, but finished with
a bang as the team placed 5 th
in the MCC Championship
Meet. Senior Ian BorgerhofF
won the Conference Swimmer
of the Year Award for the sec-
ond time in his career. He set
three meet records by winning
the 100 breastroke, 200
breast, 200 individual medley,
and also won the 400 individ-
ual medley. Borgerhoff also
anchored the third place 800
freestyle relay team which
also featured Scott Conner,
Paul riewsome, and Robert
Lowell. Lowell did well at the
meet, placing in the finals of
the 100 and 200 butterfly,
riewsome, his first year of
swimming
,
made a complete
180 degree turnaround from
the beginning of the year. He
made consolation finals in the
50, 100, and 200 ft-eestyles
and is less than a second
away from a school record in
the 50 free. Conner placed in
the consolation finals in 4
events, all in personal best
times. Mike Penrose, Brian
Boyle, and Jim Amick also
placed in 4 events. In the 100
butterfly, the trio snuck into
the consols finishing 13 th, 15
th, and 16 th, respectively, all
three posting personal best.
Others posting personal bests
included Rick Piance, placing
in the 100 and 200 breast-
stroke. Glen Johnson, and
Shane Stark. Stark set a new
school record in the 3 meter
diving event by capturing sec-
ond. He also placed third on
the 1 meter springboard, riext
year should see much im-
provement, as the swimmers
will be losing only one senior.
46
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Swimmers finish strong, iooii ahead
Butler's Women's squad
had a similar season to the
men's swimming squad. Both
teams opened the season at
the riotre Dame Relays. At the
end of the meet It was clear
there was much to improve
on. Throughout the season,
however, two seniors and one
junior lead the team by exam-
ple. Michelle Miller, Laura Kur-
cinka, and Betsy Green dis-
played great dedication and
effort dispite the lack of team
size. Miller, a junior ended her
career a year early due to a
shoulder injury, but insipired
underclassmen to excel by
coming on strong at the MCC
meet.
Green was a long distance
swimmer competing in the
1650 freestyle and 500 free-
style. Kurcinka placed well at
the MCC meet in both the 1
meter and 3 meter diving
events by being consistent.
The MCC championship meet
went well for a fine group of
freshmen who will make up
the backbone of next year's
team. Mindy Bodin had the
highest finish for the ladies
vAth a 2nd place in the 200 yd.
breaststroke. Kristen Ringe
and Melissa Ramey also
placed high. They both added
4 th place finishes in the 200
back and 400 individual med-
ley, respectively. Tracy
Thompson also put her foot in
the door with a 7 th place in
the 1650 yd. freestyle, cutting
over a minute off her best
time. Tricia Davis reached the
consolation finals in the 100
and 200 yd. butterfly and also
placed 9 th in the 200 breast-
stoke. Caria Ritchie competed
and cut off a great amount of
time throughout the season.
The ladies will look to good
recruiting, as only 6 swimmers
will retum next fall.
Tracy Thomson and Betsy Green fin-
ish their mile race.
Mindy Bodin, Tracy Thomson, Tricia
Davis, Robert Lowell, Brian Boyle,
Mike Penrose, and Ian Borgerhoff
cherr Butler s suim team.
swimming 47
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Scott Lawler works hard to beat Uni-
versity of Michigan defender on Sep-
tember 10, 1989.
Jeff Moehlenkamp heads the ball
away from Tri-State while Jim Ananias
looks on. i
It
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soccer
A change for the better
s_ m
Butlers first soccer team
won the loyalty of fans and the
hearts fo their many "group-
ies ". Great team work and
skill enabled this new team to
compete against older estab-
lished teams. Scott Lawler
and Jeff Kurtz were named
members of the Indiana Soc-
cer coaches Association's Uni-
versity division All-State first
team. The team will be joining
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference for the 1990 sea-
son. Butler soccer has a prom-
ising future.
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Top row left to right: Assist. Coach
Bryan Blitz, Head Coach Langdon
Kumber, Bob Weinburg, Jim Ananias,
Tim Killilea, Mark Tacker, Jeff Noeh-
lenkamp, Mike Morrison, Jonathon Si-
mon, Jeffery Kurtz, Kyle Baker, Train-
ers Chris Atkins and Tom Ford.
Bottom row: Trevor Engels, Jason
DesBordes, Andrew Quameri, Dave
McVay, Mike Murphy, Scott Lawler,
Frank McKain, Chris Mitchell, and Al-
exander Krinsky.
55Pi»/;;:^t»^.?iiiiS' i §2'
Butler goalie David McVay knocks the
ball away to deny University of Michi-
gan another goal.
Mara McCabe
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Right: Andy Qreenlee swings through
with a shot.
Below: Rob Reithman concentrates in-
tently on the ball.
?„»> jr—
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Women's Scores
BU OFF
lUFUl 8
4 Cincy 5
6 Ball St 3
8 Valpo 1
8 DeFauw 1
6 Indpls 3
8 Dayton 1
3 E'ville 6
5 Lville 1
1 Marq'tte 8
9 Wl-Mil
5 IMD St 4
9 St. Louis
9 St. Marys
8 W. Ky 1
2 Furdue 7
MCC Toumy: 3rd of 7
ennis
Women have winning season
tennis 51
basketball
Men's team look ahead
The mens basketball squad
was not quite what they ex-
pected this past season. The
Bulldogs, who finished 6-22,
ended their season with a loss
to the Musketeers of Xavier in
the quarterfinals of the MCC
Tournament. First year head
coach Barry Collier will have
to re-group and try to find that
winning combination next
season. Good luck Coach!
— Jamaine Walker
The 1989-90 Men s Butler basketball Etherington, *31 — Wade Qault, *34 *'20 — John Shoup, Doug Mitchell. Rodney Haywood, #52
team. Top row, left to right: #35 — — John Karaffa. Middle row, left to Randy Roth. Bottom row, left to right: van, Barry Collier.
Darin Archbold, #42 — Chad For- right: Ralph Rieff, Ed Kelly, #12 — Jay John, #14 — Jody Litrell, #22
—
dyce, #44 — J. P. Brens, #50 — Brett Tim Bowen, #21 — Michael Wilson, Thad Matta, #41 — Rick Berry, #30 —
men s basketball 53
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56 volleyball
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Volleyball
Award winning year
Coach Braden was very pos-
itive about this years volley-
ball team. She said that the
overall change in spirit, both
academic and atheletic, show
a push for excellence
throughout the university.
The year was sucessful con-
sidering the growth, trust and
maturing the team achieved
throughout the season.
Many awards were given to
the players. As a team they
were runner-up in the MCC
conference. Individually, Most
Valuable Player was Lori Ad-
ams, Best Mental Attitide went
to Carol Braden, Outstanding
defensive players were Lori
Adams and Jessica Taylor,
Outstanding Offensive Players
were Stacia Mellinger and Lori
Adams, and MCC Player of the
Year was Lori Adams. The
MCC All-Conference First
Team consisted of Lori Ad-
ams, Stacia Mellinger; Second
Team; Beth Christiansen.
AVCA All-Region (Mideast)
Second Team was Lori Ad-
ams.
The teams captain was sen-
ior Lori Adams and the co-
captain was Stacia Mellinger.
stacia Mellinger and Shelli Messe
keep the ball between them.
volleyball 57
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Martha Mayes, sophomore, with the
bunt.
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1989-90 Women s Softball team: *>5
— Wendy Qreenburg.OF. *4 — Gail
Gorman,2B, #5 — Sara Vine, F-SS, "V
— Lanette Hartford, P, "8 — Kelli Al-
exander, 2B, *9 — Lynne Ittenbach,
P, "11 — Julie KromkowskI, OF, *12
58 women's softhall
— Kris Atkins, OF, *14 — Susan Lei-
sure, IB, #15 — Jeanne Stephens,
3B, #16 — Mary Dury, IF, #17 — Deb
Mooker, OF, #19 — Lee Ann McCand-
less, OF, #20 — Karen Woldahl, C,
#21 — Martha Mayes, OF, #22 — Sta-
cey Wilson, P-OF, #24 — Dawn Sta-
vitzke, C, #27 — Debbie Conover, OF.
Mead coach: Barb Greenburg and
graduate assistant: Tern Taylor.
^i^fSSSS^
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Softball
Women s highest
Highest Bat-
ting Average: Stephanie
Wade
Most Runs: Kris Atkins
Most Hits: Kara Yeager
Highest Slug-
ging Percent: Barb Skinner
Most Stolen
Bases: Jenny Young
Most Home
Runs: Barb Skinner
Individual
Pitching
Most Victories: Barb Skinner
Most Games: Lynne Itten-
bach
Most Strike-
outs: Liz Skinner
Most Innings
Pitched: Stacey Wilson Left: Mary Dury, junior, is up to bat.
Below: Stacey Wilson, freshman,
pitches for the game.
f^^^
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Senior Baseball Players: Tim Ma-
sheck, Scott Johnson, Joe Latty, Tom
Ackelmann, Rafbael Coffee, John
nies, and Todd Murphy.
m# L,^f i^^m 'mf'%^ ^^. ^ L,^jm,
iiier Men's Baseball Ti.tm
I im Masheck, Paul Qagnon, Doug Me-
drick, Jeff Sells, Scott Diersing, Craig
Kessler, Scott Metzinger, Andy Tingle,
Si ott Johnson, Joe Latty, Tom Acker-
mann, Rafhael Coffee, John Mies,
Mark Lovat, Matt Merica, Brent Berg-
lund, Kevin Martman, Todd Murphy,
Joe Schaffcr, John hahn Brady Bal-
lentlne. Head coach: Scott Meat and
graduate assistant: Steve Stim.
60 men's baseball
-Baseball
Decades best
The 1990 Butler University
baseball team had a great
season. Butlers head coach,
Scott neat, is in his 16th cam-
paign as head coach. He feels
that this team was the best
and most competitive that he
has had in a decade. The co-
captain was senior,John Piles.
Craig Kessler, sophomore,
was top returning pitcher from
a year ago. The Bulldogs were
8-20 in games decided by 4
runs or less last year.
Left: Craig Kessler pitches the ball.
Below: Rafhael Coffee tries to catch
the ball and get this hard dash outi
mens baseball 61
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Track
Women/Men team gets better
Stan Lyons, in his tlnird de-
cade of coachiing men's tracl^
at Butler, had his sights set
one more time on the Little
State Crown.
A strong indoor season pre-
pared the Bulldogs to be one
of the top small school track
teams in Indiana.
The depth and talent is
there in all the categories but
an early season injury to pole-
vaulter Greg Pietz put a seri-
ous crimp on the person Ly-
ons called "my best athlete. "
Mike Mastellone took over
vaulting for Butler and did a
fine job. Mastellone also
teamed up with Dean O'Brien
and Steve Rumbaugh to give
the "Dogs three longjumpers
with 21 foot ability.
Meredith Hopson, O'Brien,
Delmar Terry and Matt Taylor
made a winning combination
on the 4 x 100 and 4 x 200
relay teams to produce But-
ler's most successful event.
Ed Ruiz, Scott Lindenberg,
Rob riorton, and Jason Mock-
ett teamed up a few times for
the shuttle hurdles and made
a habit out of placing high.
Dave Graves started slow in
the indoor season but came
on to dominate the distance
events later on.
The Bulldogs sport numer-
ous strong freshmen, such as
Lindenberg, Curt Taylor, Sean
Howard, and Brian Caar-
penter, so the future can only
get better for the men's harri-
ers.
Large left: Joey Schershal, sopho-
more, runs the 5,000 meter.
Left: Sara Demmon strides toward the
finish.
Below: Mary Seal, junior, runs the
1500 meter with a time of 14:56.
track 63
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Academics
academic division 65
Dr. Geoffrey Bannister
Butler University President
66 butler president
Prof. George Qeib
Dept. Head, Dept History
Marshall W. Qeogory, PhD.
Dept. Mead, English
Prof. Joseph Kirsch
Dept. Head, Chemistry
Prof. Arthur Levin
Dept. Head, Journalism
Paul Van Der Heijde
Acting Dean of Holcomb Research Institute
faculty 67
Below: Dr. William Walsh, Library Arts Assoc. Dean.
Middle Photo: Dr. Raymond Swenson Is a professor of Business Administration.
Dr. Leroy Laney, Assoc. Professor of the Econom-
Dr. Shyan, Professor of Psychology.
68 faculty
faculty 69
Top photo: Dr. Michael Shasberger with Butler Chorale
practice. ^,
Dr. Shasberger directs Chorale in a performance.
William Hochkeppel, director of the'
Symphonic Wind Ensemble.
70
Dr. Michael Schelle listens to Sidney Boquiren, George
McCarter, and Luke Reese in his composing class.
Professor Panayis Lyras is the Artist-in-Residence and Professor
of Music.
Laurence Shapiro, Professor of Violin.
Stephan Laurent, Dept. Chairman of Dance.
faculty 71
Dr. Morris, English professor, speaks to the class.
Nr. Bob Stalcup smiles with his warm attitude.
The yearbook thanks him for being so generous
with supplying additional pictures.
Dr. Paul Hanson is the Associate Professor of
History, Political Science and Geography.
Dr. LeRoy Salemi, Professor of Medicinal Chesistry.
Dr. Horvath, Professor of Economics, displays his
point with his hands.
72 faculty
Left: Dr. John Doyle's teaches adver-
tising and public relations with his
collected manner.
Middle Photo: Dr. Dolan prepares
chemicals in the lab.
Bottom: Dr. James Fink is a professor
of Mathematics and the Head of the
Department.
faculty 73
Seniors
74 senior division
CoDirectores of Spring Sing for 1989,
Sharon Boyack and Jeff Lane.
senior division 75
1990 Butler seniors
Karen Abbott. Ballwin, MO Lisa Abraham, South Bend
Beth Alderton, South Bend Peter Alexander, Pioblesville
Judith Ball, Indianapolis Richard Barnes Jr., LaPorte
Bonnie Baxter, South Bend Janet Beaver, noblesville
76 seniors
Lori Adams. Martinsville Maha Addasi, Indianapolis
Angela Atkins, Qary Holly Baker, rieviijort Beach, CA
Piena Baughman, Indianapolis Christine Baumgartner, Milford
sM^*
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Susan Bielawski. Indianapolis Elizabeth Bixeman. Crown Point
t/anessa Blackmore, Greenfield Jeanne Bonaguro, St. John
Timothy Bowers, Shelbyville Sharon Boyack, Bumsville, MM
Joelle Breiner, Cincinnati, OM Amy Brizzolara, Plymouth
Julia Broviak. Buffalo Grove, IL Muriel Brown, Evanston, IL
Ian Borgenhoflf, Indianapolis Maria Boucuvalas, Englewood,
OM
Lisa Beyer, Indianapolis Theresa Bozzuto, Vandalia, Nl
r ^^
Donna Budak. Indianapolis Stacey Burns Carmel
seniors 77
B. Brentknocker, K. Buhler, Q. Minds, K. bionc, I'. Lchi,.^.., J. bdiuiiK.
C. Behling, and E. Podmore sing to their theme of the Truly Twisted
Twenties ".
James Cherney, Ann Arbor, Ml Lori Church, Wabash
78 seniors
Ellen Campano, Falls Church, VA Michelle Campbell, Indianapolis
Tami Carlo, Ft. Wayne Blayne Carroll, Indianapolis
Jennifer Cashen, Columbus Kristyn Chapas, Valparaiso
Brian Clouse, Indianapolis Kevin Cobb, Elkhart
1990 Butler seniors
oseph Copple, Indianapolis Alicia Cornelius, Joliet, IL
Kenneth Crawshaw, Hanover Rebecca Crofts, Indianapolis
Park, IL
hristina Dawson, Indianapolis Michelle DeWester, Westfield
athryn Dorris, Portage Kimberly Dougherty, Lexington,
KY
Kay Cougill, Indianapolis
dA
Brandon Damay, rtewburgh Jennifer Davidson, Camden
Robyne Dietz, Indianapolis James Dixon, Indianapolis
Candace Dugan. Indianapolis Buffe Eaton, Carmel
seniors 79
1990 Butler seniors
Lisa Einbinder, Qlenview, IL Michelle Ellermann, Vincennes
Sherry Ford, Cincinnati, OH Angela Gebhard, Schererville
Jill Goode, Indianapolis Michael Goodnight, Maples, FL
Elizabeth Green, Mishawaka
80 seniors
Andrew Greenlee, Columbus
Kathryn Estridge, Indianapolis Lisa Everroad, Columbus
Marilyn Getlinger, Winfield, IL Sharene Glore, Pekin, IL
Jeff Grant, Crawfordsville Tracey Gray, Indianapolis
^ll
Cheryl Greep, Chicago Heights, Jerald Hackett, Camby
'eggy Hapner, Roann Leslie Hardin, Peru
lachel Heiple, Pekin, IL Angela Hensley, Qreensburg
Clarissa Harper, Washington Heidi Harris, Springfield, IL
Craig Hess, Qreencastle Holly HicKman, Greenwood
^ich Barnes and Perry Rice chat on a nice day! Jeannie Lee and Chris Cari tackle their friends.
seniors 81
Michael Hillan, Pendleton Beth HofTmeister, Marysville
Kelley Irby, Fairfield, IL
82 seniors
^i m
Kimberly Morvath, Carmel Brian Hull, South Bend
Lynne Ittenbach, Indianapolis
Seniors Katie Wantz and Jeff Lang
Jodelle Hurst, Indianapolis Jeffrey Hard, Indianapolis
Rhonda Jacobs, Indianapolis Amy Janning, Franklin
1990 Butler seniors
Jilaine Jams, Ft. Wayne Jennifer Jensen, Momence, IL
Mike Karbowski, Batesville Jennifer King, Evanston, IL
Gigi Krusa, Portage Eric Lantz, Indianapolis
Jennifer Jordan, Indianapolis Susan Kahmann, Kirkwood, MO
Kyle Kouns, ZIonsville Debra Kranner Indianapolis
April Lashbrook, DeMotte Deborah Law Indianapolis
Karen Lehane, Indianapolis Lori Loehr, Geneva, IL Jennifer Long Indianapolis Anthony Lunato, Logansport
seniors 83
1990 Butler seniors
Kim Rains. 1989 Butler Homecoming Queen.
Denise McCrocklin. Indianapolis
Michelle Mance. Issaguah. WA Stacey Manos, Elkhart
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Deron Manwaring. Mentone Chandra Martin. Indianapolis
Annette Marzocchi. Hammond Tamara Mason. Indianapolis
Cynthia McCune. Middletown. OH Amy McFarland. Indianapolis
84 seniors
iatthew McKee, Zionsville Karen McKinney, Hillsboro
Jeffrey Moore, Anderson Caroline Morton, Zionsville
Deborah Murgan, Cincinnati, OM Ruth Murr. Indianapolis
Gustaveous Miller, Speedway Yvonne Miller, Indianapolis
Luann Moses, Cedar Lake Kathryn Muline, St, Louis, MO
Christine Maab, Peoria, IL Melissa Nichols, Kingwood, TX
Becl^y Movotny, Oneida, Wl Michelle Oblak, Lisle. IL Albert O Connor, Columbus Colleen O Donnell, Romeoville,
IL
seniors 85
Fatty Orbash, Avon Lake, OH Craig Owens, Anderson
Theresa Plumer, Indianapolis Sharon Fodwell, Kohomo
Kimberly Rains, Portage
Anita Parks, Indianapolis Ina Platacis, Indianapolis
Pamela Povinelll, Indianapolis Richard Radcliff, Crawfordsville
Patrick Reeves, Knightstown Sara Richards, Indianapolis
Rob Riethman, Dayton, OH James Robertson, Indianapolis Shelley Roby, Elwood
86 seniors
I1990 Butler seniors
> 4.
mhi.M
Thomas Rogers, Ripen, Wl Kent Rollison, Bloomfield
Kelly Sargent, Bedford Shannon Schenck, Indianapolis
Jay Shultz, Zionsville Linda Sickman, Fairmount
Stephanie Slabaugh. Mishawaka Sandy Slater, northfield, IL
Laura Saalfrank, Ft. Wayne Sara Sams, Carmel
Susan Selby, Worthington
Jill Siegfried, St. Louis, MO
Merk Setters, Cincinnati, OM
r^ir^f
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Matthew Simpson Indianapolis
nancy Spiher, Indianapolis Ann Spitznogle, Lebanon
seniors 87
1990 Butler seniors
d[h^fk
Gregory Stanley, Terre Maute Kevin Stanley, Alexandria
Susan Stephens, Carmel Kim Stone, Shelbyville
Ann Sylvester, Indianapolis Kevin Thelle, Cincinnati, OH
Susan Thomas, Logansport
88 seniors
Bill Thompson, Valparaiso
Deb Stauffer, Goshen Jeanne Stephens, Indianapolis
Terri Switzer, Oakley, IL Steven Swope, South Bend
'^,i^-'' -m'f
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Ann Theobald, Bloomington, IL Michelle Thomas, Orange Park,
FL
Eric Toetz, Claypool Lia Tragos, Qreenviich, CT
Shelley Tush, Carmel Keely Twibell, Montpelier
Tina Walls, Warsaw Katharine Wantz, Muncie
Amber Wessel, Shelbyville Alex Whitaker, Whiteland
^i f
Marjorie Wray, Peru Tracey Zelgler. Indianapolis
Ellen Viano, Frankfort, IL Vicki Vibbert, nashville
Carol Warner, Worthington Jennifer Waugh, McCordsville
Charles Wlx, Indianapolis Patrick Woods, Brownsburg
Matthew Zimpton, Monticelle Julie ZInk, St. Louis, MO
seniors 89
Dr. James Farmer, recipient of the Honorary De-
gree, Doctor of Law.
Graduation
President ofHungary inspired new graduates
On Sunday, May 13, 1990 at Hilton U.
Brown Theatre the 1990 seniors gradu-
ated from Butler University. Commence-
ment started by the prelude music being
performed by the Butler University Wind
Ensemble. After the Welcome and na-
tional Anthem Vk/hich was sung by Vicki
Q. Vibbert, a member of the class of
1990, the Vice President, Melissa nich-
olsand President, Kristyn Chapas, of the
Senior Class, spoke. Geoffrey Bannister,
President of Butler University, made
some welcoming remarks with Richard
Q. Lugar, United State Senator, State of
Indiana, introducing the Address. The
Address was given by a honorable indi-
vidual, Arpad Qdncz, President of Hun-
gary, a playwright and former member of
the Hungarian Parliament.
The degrees were distributed by Presi-
dent Bannister. Butler University certain-
ly had an abundance of graduates this
year. Five hundred and ten walked
across the stage on that 60 degree day
with the wind blowing. The seniors cer-
tainly had plenty of time before the
benediction, given by Michael Karbon-
iski, senior class treasurer, to reflect
their college experience and look to-
wards the changes in the next phase of
their life.
President Geoffrey Bannister distribut-
ed three honorary degrees: Dr. James
Farmer, doctor of laws; President Arpad
Qoncz, doctor of humane letters; David
M. Silver, doctor of letters.
90 graduation
Senator Kiclidrd Lugar, Arpad Qoncz, President C
Hungary: Dr. Geoffrey Bannister, President of But
ler University.
Proud parents poses with their new graduate.
Kristyn Chapas, senior class President gives her ad-
dress to her fellow classmates.
Three Butler graduates listen intently as Dr. Bannister
addresses the commencement group.
A new graduate proudly shows off his new diploma.
graduation 91
92 graduation
"Thumbs Up ', is the feeling of these new gradu-
ates.
new Butler graduate and proud of
it. Nrs. Candy Brady, Deputy Ather-
ton Center, beams as the camera
snaps.
graduation 93
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Jordan Jazz performs at the end of
Spring Sing.
Darla Lawson, senior, sings her heart
out at Spring Sing.
Jordan Jazz singers in December
1989.
Michael Hayden is the assistant pro-
fessor of Choral Music. Me is the direc-
tor of Butler Uni\ersity Jordan Jazz
Singers and Men s and Women s Glee
Clubs.
Jordan jazz 97
Chorale
Chorale tours air
year
Butler University Chorale:
started the 1989-90 year per-
forming at high school festi-
vals. In December they per-
formed in the Rejoice Concert.
During Spring Break Chorale:
enjoyed the Califomia/Mexicoi
tour of performances. They
averaged about one perfor-
mance each day. These per-'
formances recruited many
students; especially in Califor-'
nia. Their home concert on
March 30 displayed their tour
routine at Clou'es Memorial
Hall, rinishing the year the:
group performed the Meideni
Nelson Mass at a Cathedral ini
Ft. Wayne and at Butler.
Chorale members check out the
streets of Mexico.
The Butler Chorale performs at
Clowes Memorial Hall.
Andy Himelick, Sidney Boquiren, and
Amy Shutters have a lot of fun on the
bus.
98 chorale
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Shari Washington, Jeff Quick, Eric
Dillner, and Jacqueline Shifflette get
read) to board the plane on one of
their stops in California and Mexico.
The Chorale group enjoys sight-see-
ing!
chorale 99
Melissa Handy works on identifying
pictures in the yearbook office.
Mara McCabe, Katherine Althoff, Rita
Stein, Brian Sink tackle Jeff Grant in
the office.
Drift
The 1989-90 Drift has strug-
gled through difficulties. Me-
lissa Handy, editor, started
out with an average staff of
twenty and then dwindled to
about three volunteers. These
people consisted of Qina
West, Jamaine Walker and
Janyll Stierwatt. Leslie Lane,
the photographer, tried to jug-
gle taking all of the pictures
for campus events. Of course,
she had a difficult time being
in two places at once. The
yearbook was fortunate
enough to receive help from
the Collegian photographers
and Mr. Stalcup. The Drift's
existence has been difficult for
years. The goal this year was
to complete the book on time
and make more students
aware of the situation. Mope-
fully, next year with the addi-
tional paid positions the year-
book staff can be viewed as
more of a significant part of
Butler University.
100 drift
Collegian
The Collegian is in its 103rd
year of publication. The Colle-
gian is published as a weekly
newspaper which happens to
be Wednesday. The circula-
tion of papers is around 3,000.
The newspaper accepts edito-
rials from students and are re-
viewed by the editorial board.
The Collegian is an entirely
student run publication.
Therefore, it requires a lot of
hard work and dedication.
The staff consists of mainly
journalism majors but others
do belong. The staff enjoys a
nice, spacious office in Jordan
Hall where one can find Macin-
tosh computers, individual
desks, and the rest of the ne-
cessities to put out the news-
paper.
The Collegian Staff
Editor: Brian Sink
Managing Editor: Rita Stein
Mews Editor: Veronica Combs
Campus Editor: Lori Ray
Entertainment Editor: Cather-
ine Althoff
Sports Editor: Roger Fross-
man
Photo Editor: Mara McCabe
Chief Copy Editor: Alison Peck
Assistant Copy Editor: Wendy
Bemer
Production Editor; Jeff Grant
Advertising Manager: Chris
Clephane
Business Manager: Rick Rad-
cliff
Some of the Collegian s staff Kather-
ine Althoff, Rlla Stein, Mara McCabe
and Jeff Grant enjoy some time be-
tween deadlines.
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Alpha Phi and the Delts practice for
Spring Sing.
The Halftime Monc>s get tlieir timing
together.
Cheerleaders,
Band and
Moneys
During football season the
Cheerleaders, Band and Half-
time Honeys are a huge part of
the fan support. They also
year the crowd to cheer and
support the basketball teams.
All of these groups practice of-
ten together to get timing, for-
mations and professionalism
down. Everyone gets to know
each other well and look for-
ward to the next game where
they can perform at what they
do best.
102 cheerleaders, band
Bulldogs Cheerleaders: Front (I to r)
Dan Domisch, Rich Barnes, Mike
Tomlin. Back (I to r) Tracy Betancourt,
Julie Ratcliff, Lori Trowbridge, l^issy
Bishop, Angie Loehrke. I^ot pictured:
Michelle Cox, Chris Cari, Rob Zook,
Qreg Stanley.
YMCA
Events
The YMCA is an organiza-
tion tinat sponsors many
events at Butler University.
Vicki King has been named
the Executive Director of the
intercollegiate Branch at But-
ler.
Butler's Fall Freshman
Weekend at Flat Rock River
Camp; the campus' two big-
gest annual events, Geneva
Stunts and Spring Sing were a
large success. Other projects
that occurred were the P.R.I-
.D.E./lndianpolis hunger pro-
ject, and the Christmas Giv-
ing Tree' project, which
provides clothes and toys to
needy children.
YMCA officers:
President: Julie Broniak
1st Vice President: Kellie
McQIade
2nd Vice President: Janice
Can-
Secretary: Sean Kane
Treasurer: Jeff Holderman
.
The Delt sand Kappa s perform in Ge-
neva stunts.
Leslie Mardin and Mike Karunas win
the Band award for the highest partici-
pation.
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Assembly
student Assembly played a
significant role on Butler's
campus. The meetings took
place weekly on Wednesday at
3:00 pm in room 326 in Ather-
ton Center. These meetings
gave all of the representa-
tiives a chance to discuss is-
sues and upcoming programs.
The format for the meetings
dealt with officers' announce-
ments, old and new business
and any approvals. Every
week different ideas and top-
ics were discussed during the
meetings. President Bannister
came one week and talked
about the campus.
Student Assembly spon-
sored many activities. These
ranged from Spring Weekend,
Homecoming, Nighty Lemon
Drop Concert, all the monies,
lectures; such as Earth Day
Debate, and the S. A. All
lighter. They also started the
Mid of the night Study Cite
from Sunday Thursday in the
South lounge of Atherton. Stu-
dent Assembly wants to be-
come more involved with Ori-
entation and bring more
Coffee Houses to the C-Club
next year.
Student Assembly also sent
representatives to confer-
ences; national and regional.
They sponsored the Spring
Break trip and ski trip too.
Student Assembly Officers:
President: Jeni Huene-
moerder
1st Vice President: Monica
Method
2nd Vice President: Beth Ti-
chenor
Treasurer: Micky Rogers
Secretary: Michelle Qalvin
Micky Rogers and friends participates
in tlie Alpha Chi Frisbee Fling.
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Kyle Muehlbronner. Mike Cotter, and
Mike Williams share good times dur-
ing Rush.
John Leonard points out the "Qator-
ade' is the Rush drink at the Phi Delta
Thela house during Rush.
Jude Sorg and Perry Rice prepare for a
barbeque at the Sigma Chi house.
The Interfratemity and Pan-
hellic Councils govern the
Greek system. I.F.C. consists
of the men's fraternities while
PanheJ deals with the wom-
en's sororities.
Their largest contribution
during the year was the orga-
nization of Rush Week. Rush
Week entails the week before
classes when those who want
to learn about the houses at-
tend parties each night to get
to know th Greek system and
possibly pledge a house.
Both l.r.C. and Panhel
planned Greek Week and
Weekend along with all of the
activities. They also have a
philanthropy besides all of the
l.r.C. ^
Panhellic
fraternities and sororities. It is
the Blind School.
The Councils attend a Mid-
West Conference, Mitca-Ma-
pac. All of the I.F.C.'s around
the area get together to up-
date current issues and learn
new ideas. Four representa-
tives from each council at But-
ler attends the conference.
Officers of I.F.C:
Tom DeBott; President,
Mark Yugo; Treasurer, and
Jeff Cramer; Rush Chairman.
Officers of Panhel:
Karen Feasel; President,
Amy Litter; Vice President,
Christian Brew; Treasurer,
Peggy Carney; Secretary.
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Alpha Chi Omega sisters cheer in
front of their house for Rushee s.
The Kappa Kappa Qamma house
does their skits during Rush Weekl
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Beaver Social
The Phi Kappa Psi fraternity
invited the Delta Qamma
house for a joint philanthropy.
They invited the children from
the Lutherwood home. These
children are either aban-
doned, homeless or abused.
They played all kinds of
games ranging from lawn
races, volleyball and basket-
ball. After a full aftemoon of
activites and fun, everyone
came back to the Delta Qam-
ma house for a nice dinner.
The consensus seemed to be
that everyone; especially the
kids, had a lot of fUn! The day
provided authority figures for
these kids to be around and a
sense of warmth and sharing
by all!
Jerry Fenon posing with one of the
boys.
Mike Messic shoots the ball
Aaron Schamp plays basketball in the
Phi Psi lot.
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Kurt Phillips and Dan Morris have fun
playing racing games.
John Strott finishes a good afternoon
with his new friend.
^ - ^ J
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Butler's debate team defi-
nitely covered strong issues
witii dedication and a lot of
hard work. This year they de-
bated if the Federal Govern-
ment should adopt the energy
policy to decrease consump-
tion of fossil fuel in the United
States. Districts were held at
Butler. District qualifiers, Jim
Chemey and Scott Kerin, at-
tended the national Champi-
onships. The two other top de-
bates were at Illinois State
University and Indiana Univer-
sity. Rob Lachs and Nike Mil-
lington debated in the semi-
finals at l.S.U. Jim Chemey
and Scott Kerin debated in the
finals and Rob Lachs and Art
Coyne in the semi-finals at l.U.
Also, Mike Millington, Joe
Zompetti, Jim Chemey, and
Scott Kerin were given speak-
er awards at Indiana Universi-
ty. Professor Qlen Clatter-
buck, new to the Speech
Debate
department, co-coached with
Professor David Waite. Howev-
er, next year Professor Clatter-
buck will be the sole director
of forensics at Butler Universi-
ty. In his first year the adjust-
ed well to the program. He
gained the support of the de-
bators and helped prepare the
team to qualigy for nationals.
The team members spend
endless hours during the
week reading current events
and clipping valuable informa-
tion for their arguments. Many
times you can find their files
scattered across the entire de-
bate office and their own
rooms. Obviously, the posi-
tions held a devoted amount
of time on and off campus. Al-
most every weekend during
the fall semester was taken by
traveling to other cities for
tournaments and possibly
missing Friday or Monday
classes.
Jim Chemey and Todd McDorman ar-
gue again.
Debate team members:
Jim Chemey, Scott Kerin, Rob Lachs,
Todd McDorman, Jen Daily, Art
Coyne, Mike Millington, Joe Zompetti,
Beth Billmeier, Greg Ferry, Annette
Ervvin. Coaches: Qlen Clatterbuck, Da-
vid Waite.
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Jim Cherney and Todd McDorman de-
bate the affirmative and negative at
the Earth Day debate.
Rob Lachs gives the cross examina-
tion to the affirmative.
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Teeter
Totter
Lambda Chi Alpha fulfills a
contribution to the leukemia
foundation by having people
sponsor others riding the tee-
ter totter. This event takes
place during the time of
Spring Weekend. Lambda Chi
fraternity members stand in
front of their house and col-
lect money from any cars
passing by. This becomes a
fun event for these people
who get involved. Those who
ride the teeter totter even end
up eating their dinner while
moving up and down! All of
the contributions go towards
their philanthropy, Leukemia,
society of america, inc.
Keith Qast and Katie Jackson talk to a
friend with their drive in front of the
Lambda Chi house.
Keith Qast holds the sign of Leukemia
to express his excitement while par-
ticipating in the philanthropy.
Chris Beling and Beth Brooks take
their tum on the teeter totter.
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Kr>stin Chappas, Rich SmalU and
Rob Pitcher wait in the rain for cars to
go by and donate money.
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The BSU had a cook-out as one of the
yearly get-togethers. They played
games, ate and watched videos. Ted
Underwood and Chris Rode keep an
eye on the food.
Baptist
Student Union
The BSU is a campus orga-
nization that is for anyone
who wants to meet special
people while at college and
make friends for a life-time.
Students make up the BSU
Council to plan the activities
and talk to others about the
organizations. The active stu-
dent president was Michaele
Wilcher who was busy with her
music major but always found
time for people. The BSU Di-
rector and faculty adviser is
Debbie Hicks. She is a friendly
and caring individual who was
here daily to assist in activities
and meet with students.
The beginning of the fall
started BSU sponsoring a con-
temporary musician and
mime and drama group to
perform. This took place on
September 8 on the South
lawn of Atherton. Every Thurs-
day from noon until 1:00 pm
the BSU sponsored the Lunch-
Time-Out series with guests
speakers. Each week BSU had
bible studies also where one
could learn and share.
Dwayne Stubbs participating In a BSU and remove it without making the
"Game night. Dwayne cuts a slice of cake fall. Dwayne succeeded, It didn 1
a cake made of 100% flour. The ob- fall!
ject of the game was to cut the slice
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Udgecrest in Morth Carolina, the
light of the Baptist campground
vhere students worship and meet
lundreds of other students from
icross the US. They also learn to have
1 deeper relationship with God and
lave lots of fun.
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Kappa Psi
Kappa Psi, a professional
pharmacy fraternity founded
in 1879, has been at Butler Ini-
versity for sixty years. Our
chapter has considerably
grown in the past few years,
and now our membership
consists of sixty-eight men
and women, and three faculty
advisors. Being serviced ori-
ented, this year we were able
to sponsor CPR classes, and
host along with Student As-
sembly, Handicap Awareness
Days. Besides being active in
the Pharmacy College and
University, we are also active
wath the other pharmacy fra-
ternities and groups on cam-
pus. This year we played vol-
leyball and sponsored dances
with them. Other activities our
chapter is involved in include
fundraisers and parties. Every
fall we hold rush and, this year
we initiated thirty-two new
pledges. Kappa Psi is a strong
national fraternity with ninety
active collegiate and graduate
chapters. Our actives are in-
volved on all different levels of
the fraternity; local, district
and national. They participate
in province and national con-
ventions in addition to visiting
neighboring chapters.
Phi Delta Chi
The Alpha Phi chapter of Phi
Delta Chi is a professional
pharmacy fraternity which has
as its primary goal service to
Butlers campus and the Indi-
anapolis community. Most of
the service projects undertak-
en pertain to pharmacy and
other medical related fields.
Some of this years projects
include: guest lecturers, spon-
soring a cholesterol screening
here on campus, a non-tradi-
tional health fair, working at
local missions, an upcoming
visit to a South Dakota Indian
reservation for week's work of
service and many others such
as the posters pictured which
were displayed in a local phar-
mary during Poisen Preven-
tion Week.
Although service is our
main objective, we still strive
to involve our members in
campus activities. Phi Delta,
composed of 75 active mem-
bers, is the only non-housing
unit that participates in intra-
mural sporting events. Our
fratemity has also participat-
ed in the banner competition
for homecoming. We have
also sponsored many social
and educational activities in-
volving not only Phi Delta Chi
members but the entire Col-
lege of Pharmacy.
The window display that the pledges
created this year; Poison Prevention
Week.
116 pharmacy
Members of Phi Delta Chi enjoy the
pledge party.
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Campus candlds
Right: Joey Schershel stretches before
competing. She placed 2nd in the 5000 m
and 3000 m at Little State.
Below: Two students study diligently on the
third floor lounge in Jordan.
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Left: John Mousefield intently reads Rock Hawk.
^k^r^^^^^^im^-
.^irs Left: A volleyball game at
Phi Delta Thcta s
l.il Phi Hundred.
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Far right: Jello toss; Schwitzer Winter
Blit2.
Right: Jenny Thomas and Sarah Fran-
cis helping at the Moble Center
Dance.
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Schwitzer Hall
Smooth running
Schwitzer Hall is Butler Uni-
versity's only all-female resi-
dence hall. Of the nearly 400
women living at Schwitzer,
most are freshmen. The wom-
en of Schwitzer are enthusias-
tic about this year's policy
concerning Greek pledges: all
pledges (except for the Alpha
Chi's) are living in the resi-
dence hall for two semesters
before moving into their
Greek houses. Mot only does
this allow pledges to experi-
ence both residence hall and
Greek life, but it also encour-
ages more interaction be-
tween Greeks and indepen-
dents.
Both Greeks and indepen-
dents were pleasantly sur-
prised to retum to campus in
January to find Schwitzer's
lobby completely renovated,
riot only is there new furni-
ture, colorful carpet, and styl-
ish wallpaper, but new lighting
has also been installed. The
new lobby is much more con-
ducive to socializing and to,
um, . . yeah — studying!
Many people ask the pro-
found and thought-provoking
question, what makes
Schwitzer so efficient? First of
all, our Hall Director and Fear-
less Leader was Robin Re-
mich. This was Robin's sec-
ond year at Schwitzer.
Secondly, a small group of su-
per-human, over-achieving
women work closely with Rob-
in and with the residents to
make sure Schwotzer runs
smoothly. These women are
the Resident Assistants. This
year there are ten-. Letitia
Beckett, Kathy Beeson, Mandy
Greenburg, Shannon Hicks,
Shawn Manner, Christina
McKenzie, Michelle Ramsey,
Leslie Suh, Brenda Thais, and
myself, Gina Allen. Our Staff
Assistant was Annette Mag-
liola. Annette takes care of all
the maintenance concerns at
Schwitzer. Lastly, there is yet
another group of dynamic
young women who comprise
Schwitzer's Hall Government.
The Hall Qovemment officers
handle everything from all-
campus events to Schwitzer's
philanthropy, the Moble Cen-
ter. This year's officers include
the following: Tern Switzer,
President; Lisa McGinley, Vice
President; Sueann Lucas, Sec-
retary; Tricia Fuhrman, Trea-
surer; Virginia Klover, House
Manager; Lori Teeters, Chap-
lain; Melissa Kraut, Spirit
Leader; Jenny Dishian, Philan-
thropy; Holly norrick. Social
Chairman; and Theresa Cof-
fini. Public Relations. We at
Schwitzer have good reason
to be proud — not only of the
women who help the hall run
smoothly, but also of the resi-
dents who make Schwitzer a
great place to live!
Gina M. Allen
f)
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Above: Melissa Scheldt with one of
the residents, at the Doble Center
dance, noble Center is Schwitzer s
Philanthropy.
Left: Kati Wodele at the rtoble Center
dance.
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Michelle Oblack, Jim Warfield, Ja-
net Hoh, Kristin Oeffinger, Craven
Lynn, Jason Bottom, Ken Craw-
shaw look for the King at the Rat
Race.
ROSS
Rhonda Hopper, Brian Hume,
Todd DIdion, Melissa Ramey, Doug
Curd, Heather Leach, Rob Temple-
ton, Amy Harkness, Ray Ball,
Kathy Stevens, Dawn Watson
andJ. R. Decker line up to see who
will be the King and Queen for
Ross Rat Race.
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Ross Hall
Better, brighter & exciting
Ross Hall entered its thirty-
seventh year and the final de-
cade of the century with many
exciting changes, and also a
continuation with the things
that make it a great residence
hall. Among other things,
Ross Hall now boasts more
vending areas, new security
doors in the lobby, a revital-
ized weight room, and an im-
proved courtyard. Ail of these
added to the already open,
communal atmosphere en-
joyed by the approximately
385 residents of Ross Hall.
Ross Hall also boasts a big
screen television and video
cassette recorder, a game
room with pool tables and a
ping-pong table, a kitchen, a
music practice room and a bi-
cycle storage room.
The Ross Rat Race, revived
in 1988, was an even greater
success in 1989, and it ap-
pears that it will continue to
improve in the years to come.
In addition to the Rat Race,
there are many other activities
available for residents to par-
ticipate in, such as dances,
pool tournaments, ping-pong
tournaments and unit compe-
titions, as well as much more.
Other plans for activities are
also in the works, and there
are plans for even more physi-
cal improvements in the bull-
ing. The past, present and fu-
ture are all bright for Ross
Hall.
111
Davin IsaKson, Russ Marpold, and
Qcrr>' Dumke, TKE s, participate in
the tug-of-war at the Ross Rat Race.
Scott Mokes looks from above as Ken
Crawshaw announces the different
candidates.
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Andrea Jones and her Alpha Chi sis-
ters enjoy their night at the Home
coming Dance.
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Alpha
Chi
Omega
Left: One of the contestants in the
marshmellow e\ent at the Alpha Chi
Frisbee Fling.
An Alpha Chi gets ready to race in the
Phi Psi 500.
Alpha Chi s show some sisterly spirit.
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Right; Alpha Phi members.
Below: Keri Buhler is the winner of the
Phi Delt Lil Phi Hundred. She shares
her excitement with her Alpha Phi sis-
ters.
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Alpha Phi
Busy Fhis
What have the Phis done
to those girls?
These words were frequent-
ly said by other housing units
on Butler s campus during Ep-
silon Beta's 1989-Ptll-nominal
fall rush. Epsilon Beta s rate of
returning rushees was higher
than ever before and, conse-
quently, we energetically wel-
comed the full quota of 29
dazzling pledges with open
arms.
Phis could find no time to
relax, even after their spectac-
ular rush. With enrollment on
the increase, the pledges now
live in dormitories, and initiat-
ed Phis kept enthusiam alive
by vigorously continuing to
rush the pledges.
Before the leaves on the
trees could change to fall col-
ors, the pledges had taken
Clowes Mall by storm and won
first place in the YMCA-spon-
sored Freshman Skits; pledge
Kerri Buhler won the title of
queen at Phi Delta Thetas Lit-
tle Phi Hundred, and the
pledge class as a whole sere-
naded the actives to show that
they were fantastically fired up
Phis!
The Phis burned the candle
at both ends during the fall se-
mester, with a heated desire
to have the best year e\er at
Butler. Seventy percent of Phis
are employed during school
and also active on campus.
Si.xteen members belonged to
academic honoraries, which
is the highest number, per-
centage-wise on campus. Nine
women danced in the produc-
tion of The nutcracker. Eight
members are listed in Who's
Who Among American Col-
lege Students. And the house
as a whole was the overall
winner of three all-campus
events.
Don t these Phis ever take a
break? hot a chance. Late in
the semester, six members
showed their Panhellenic
pride when they participated
in a "sister swap, " during
which they spent four days
and three nights in other so-
rorities, sharing stories, ex-
changing ideas, and most of
all, having fun being Greek!
Kim Binbacher was named
Sigma I^u Favorite; Cindy Bell
was named Sigma I^u Sweet-
heart, and Beth Flardamon
was chosen Sigma Chi Sweet-
heart.
Stor> — Alpha Phi Quarter-
ly, Paige Weirich
Joel Johnson and Todd Colvin, Phi
Delts, skate at the Sweepskates.
Jodi Vander Woude. Tawnee Shallen-
bcrger, and Janene Clark ha\e fun at
Alpha Phi Sw.ecpskates.
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Rhonda Webb, Debbie Phillips, Ka-
ren Sasmeld, and Shannon Yoder
play tug of war at Ross Halls Rat
Race.
Sarah Demmon gets ready to throw a
pie!
Delta Delta Delta members: Jacinda Beabout, Pam Berson, Lori Borre, Cumillj hrjiiliam Julia Callendar, Sherri
Cardinal, Lisa Clamme, Lisa Combs, Jule Cottini, Tanya Dell, Sarah Demon, Denise Dickenson, Colleen rianagan,
Rissi Forgey, Paula Qieseking, Hicole Qillaspy, Kim Qinter, Marcia Grooms, Peggy Hapner, Penny Hapner, Leslie
Mardin, Angela Harrison, Jen Hobbic, riancy Hughes, Kim Johnson, Dena Kerkhove, Cathy Kudrak, Anita LaFond,
Lynn Lesson, Holly Lindberg, Jolie Lindley, Sarah Locknar, Matalie Mann, Jennie Martin, Darcie Mattlick, Jeannie
Mattingly, Ann Maertz, Jackie Mellor, Wendy Pacey, Lynn Pearson, Julie Pfaffenberger, Debbie Phillips, Denise Pope,
Heather Reinhart, Leslie Reynolds, Carrie Rice, Beth Rowlen, Karen Sasveld, Sandy Slater, Lindsey Smith, Lori Smith,
Suzanne Stoops, Dawn Sommers, Jean Uhlir, Amy Van Metre, Rhonda Webb, Sheila Williams, Shannon Yoder,
Suzanne Yonker.
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Delta Delta Delta
Tri Fsi's 75th year
The 1989-90 school year
was an outstanding one for
the Delta Lambda Chapter of
Delta Delta Delta. Many excit-
ing things happened which
contributed to Tri Delta's suc-
cess.
For starters, in October we
were able to donate well over
$4,000.00 to our philanthro-
py, Riley's Children's Hospital
for cancer research in chil-
dren. At Homecoming we were
awarded the Band Trophy for
the housing unit with the high-
est percentage of members in
the Band and Halftime Mon-
eys. Psi Psi Psi is the organiza-
tion specifically created for
the mothers of Tri Delts. This
year was Tri Psi's 75th anni-
versary and we were honored
to host part of their national
Convention at our chapter
house. In Piovember we deco-
rated a Christmas tree at the
Warren Performing Arts Cen-
ter through Panhellenic Coun-
cil. Our tree happened to be
sponsored by a cancer society
and sold for $400.00. Tri Delta
is proud to say that you can
expect to see us at all-campus
events excited and willing to
participate! We are also happy
to announce that our mem-
bers are active in a wide vari-
ety of campus organizations
like the track and swim teams.
Collegian staff, musical per-
formance groups. Peer Educa-
tors, various academic organi-
zations and some are even
doing research with profes-
sors. Tri Delta improves and
grows stronger with each new
year and, as we are on the
threshold of a new decade, we
look to the future with anxious
excitement for the opportuni-
ties that lay ahead.
Amy Van Metre
Above: FK Williams escorts Molly Right: Mark Wiley, Sigma Chi. times a
Lindberg, Tri Delt, at Sigma Plus Voo group of Delta Delta Delta girls to
Doo. make a pyramid at Derby Daze. AAA 131
Right: Butler guys enjoy a fun filled
day at the Delta Gamma Anchor
Splash!
The members of Delta Gamma.
132 Ar
n Delta Gamma
Awarding winning chapter
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The women of Delta Qam-
ma enjoyed another success-
ful year at Butler. They were
involved in many campus or-
ganizations including ARC,
Mortar Board, Blue Key, and
YMCA. Both the president and
first vice-president of YMCA
are members of the Alpha Tau
chapter of Delta Gamma. The
Delta Gamma s were also
proud to have their president
as the 1989 Homecoming
Queen.
The Alpha Tau chapter has
won many honors. Once again
they've been awarded the Pa-
tricia Peterson Danielson
award for achievement of ex-
cellence. They have received
this honor three of the four
years it has been presented.
At the last biannual conven-
tion Alpha Tau was named
runner-up for the outstanding
chapter award.
h-^-m^i
The crowd enjojs \\.atching the An-
chor Splash event.
1 eft: Michelle Kinna\'>, junior, flips
o\er the nice weather on Friday after-
D.Q. s smile with evcitement over the
event.
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Angle Ardizzone, Jaime Baily, Tra-
cey Betancourt, Beth Bixeman, Mi-
chelle Bloomer, Holly Bowlby,
Missy Bowlby, Jeanne Bonaguro,
Ann Bucciferro, Shannon Carroll,
Steffanie Carter, Kristyn Chapas,
Kelly Compton, Robyne Deitz, Deb
Del Rosario, Mariey DiPalma, Mary
Dury, Buffe Eaton, Jacquie Ed
wards, Amy Elliot, Michele Engie
Amy Eskew, Kathy Estridge, Dean
na Fairbank, Diane Eillenwarth
Alison Frederick, Stephanie Qan
tos. Angle Qebhard, Sharene
Qlore, Qail Gorman, Jamie Gray,
Wendy Grimes, Jennifer Grimm,
Robyn Haagsma, Lara Hamilton,
Liz Hardwick, Kim Hendrickson,
Jenne Hill, Katey Jackson, Cecile
Jennings, Susan Kahmann, Kristy
Kaiser, Karen Lehane, Kim Lewis
Joni Mayhill, Julie Mayhill, Ericka
McCoy, Terri Mervenne, Lynn Mil
lard, Ann Monohan, Missy rsichols
Krissy Munamaker, AM Oakford
Lisa Ormiston, Allison Peck, Sarah
Price, Sara Richards, Molly Ro
mary, Julie Russell, Jennifer Staf-
ford, Ann Sylvester, Katie Sylves
ter, Ann Timpleton, Ann Theobald
1989 Thetas
Lori Trowbridge, Kimberly Whor-
well, Yaina Williams, Emilie Wil-
son, Carol Wlochowski. Mew acti-
vies: Kelli Alexander, Shannon
Alexander, Hillary Austin, Barbara
Britton, Beth Brooks, Joy Cashin,
Laura Chandler, Traci Davis, Brow-
nyn DeWitt, Kristin Doss, Cindy
Dowd, Carrie Iseman, Amy Kiley,
Tracy Knutson, Monica Lamb, Amy
Lawrence, Shelly McMullen, Ann
McPheeters, Katie Minzey, Melissa
Ramey, Victoria Rutt, Anne Senne,
Tori Szurgot, Traci Thalls, Marta
Willman, Dawn Wiltshire.
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-^Theta
Above: A Theta pledge raKes the Right: Sara Price directs the Thetas at
leaves in front of the house. Spring Sing rehearsal.
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Katie Coles dances in Freshman
skits.
Kappa Kappa Qamma members.- Su-
san Anderson, Karl Asliby, Katliy
Austin, Regina Bacci, Andrea Bates,
Melissa Blase, Amy Botnman, Tracy
Bowling, Shavvna Bowman, Kathy
Boyce, Peggy Carney, Jenni Cashen
Kathleen Coles, Meagan Cook
Joelle Coulson, Becky Crofts, Kelly
Cullen, Erin Daniels, Jennifer David
son, Paige Davis, Julie Deeg, There-
sa Delisle, Sarah DeVore, Meg Dietz
Kathy Dorris, Kim Dougherty, An
drea Eichenberg, Missy Emirch, Ka
ren Euler, Leslie Filter, Denise Fore
man, Sarah Qagan, Stephanie Qatz
Miliary Qaudreau, Jan Qerline, Mar-
gie Qianikos, Julie Quyer, Wendy
Harris, Carrie Helft, Holly Hickman,
Mary latridis, Susan Jacko, Anne
Jackson, Rachel Jackson, Julianna
Johnson, Betsy Kaplan, Deanna
Kaufman, Amy Kennerk, Laura King,
Becky Kirts, Mary Katherine Kish,
Kelly Kohlhagen, Krissy Levenda,
Brenda Longstreth, Micole Lovett,
Shelly Mance, Tanja Marich, Lindsay
Martin, Amanda McCoy, Mindy Mc-
Donald, Amy McFarland, Kelly
McLane, Margie Meeks, Monica
Method, Ali Meyers, Erika Patterson,
Angela Perillo, Laura Poi, Pam Po-
vinelli, Julie Ratciiff, Jennie Ratajik,
Liz Rauh, Katrina Rayls, Qena
Rhoades, Laurie Riebe, Tricia Robin-
son, Amy Rohlfing, nicole Rothlis-
berger, Lisa Rubin, Ellen Ruby, Lau-
ra SamoJIowicz, Kelly Sargent, Mario
Scott, Courtney See, Susie Selby,
Wendy Steinman, Susie Stephens,
Maria Stergiopouios, Katie Sullivan,
Stacia Sylvester, Amy Thomas, Ja-
net Thomas, Kim Thomas, Susan
Thomas, Amy Wagner, Whitney
Ward, Jennifer Waugh, Jeanne Wil
liams, Jennifer Williams, Merryn Wil
son, Micole Withrow, Heather Witte,
Jennifer Wittenauer, Katie Witt
linger, Anna Wolfschlag.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Time to spare
Taking 28 fantastic pledges.
Kappa Kappa Gamma began
another busy and eventful
year.
The philanthropy chairper-
son, Deanna Kaufman, kept
the girls busy with projects to
raise money for the Ronald
McDonald Mouse at Riley's
Chiidrens Hospital. They
raised over $4,000 by working
in food stands and on the
greens at the QTE Golf Classic
Tournament, and by holding
their annual Kappas-Sig Hus
"Run for Ronald's Kids .
Through their efforts they
were able to completely pay
for the cost of one room of the
house, and it is now dedicated
to them. With all of this phi-
lanthropy work, the Mu Kap-
pas took on other projects in-
cluding the adoption of a
penguin at the Indianapolis
Zoo, and the sponsorship of a
needy Kappa family at Christ-
mas.
On campus, the Kappas in-
volved themselves in athletics
with members in track, tennis,
cheerleading and even the US
kayaking team. They were in-
volved with the various honor-
aries, and could be seen in or-
ganizations such as Circle K,
WlCl, Cripe Communications,
Marketing Club and ARC. With
these clubs and teams, many
Kappas even found time to be
involved with campus publica-
tions including The Collegian
and Manuscripts, and to per-
form with the Butler Ballet and
the orchestra.
Maintaining their active so-
cial life, the Kappas took time
out to enjoy numerous socials
and dances, some favorites in-
cluding the Sapphire Ball, and
Kite-n-Key. They participated
in Homecoming activities, and
their Queen Candidate, Susie
Selby, was a member of the
Homecoming Court. On their
annual serenade, the Kappas
announced their Key Man as
Doug Chase, TKE and Dave
Creighton, Phi Psi, as their
Owl Man. Also; the girls were
fortunate to have their sister
Laurie Riebe named TKE
Sweetheart, and sister Wendy
Steinman chosen as Phi Psi
Favorite.
Leslie Filter
Above: Tracy Bowling, Meagan Cook.
Jennifer Williams, Jennifer Witten-
aeur, and Erica Patterson perform in
Freshman skits.
Left; Carrie Howard. Lisa Rubin, Janet
Thomas, Leslie Filter, Meg DieU, Regi-
na Bacci, Amanda McCoy, Kim Thom-
as, and Monica Method rehearse for
Spring Sing.
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Fi Beta Phi members; Beth Alder-
ton, Beth Arvan, Candy Ayers,
Beth Baker, Julie Baker, Maria Bar-
ber, Robin Becker, Susan Bie-
lawski, Brenda Bishop, Sarah
Blume, Maria Boucuvalas, Joelle
Breiner, Christina Brew, Jolinda
Buchanan, Kim Buffano, Angle
Bullock, Barb Butler, Ellen Cam-
pana, Lynette Campbell, Jodi Carl-
ton, Amy Carson, Jamelin Caudill,
Carolyn Clark, Susan Clodfelter,
Katie Collier, Lisa Collins, Ruth
Culbertson, Jennifer Daily, Lori
Davenport, Bridgett Davis, Liz De
Kanter, Angle Disney, Missy Dol-
lens, Teresa Dorenbusch, Kerri
Dunniway, Leigh Anne Essig, Lisa
Everroad, Joni Ferneau, Fat Fod-
drill, Monique French, Lisa Friend,
Emily Hannon, Christy Heiskell,
ISathy Hiday, Amy Hill, Jen House-
field, Laura Huber, Rhonda Ja-
cobs, Kim Johnson, Wendy John-
stone, Mancy Jones, Tracey Kane,
Kelleen Kennedy, Julie Krom-
kowski. Heather Leach, Martha
Mayes, Qina Mayfield, Ann Marie
McCarthy, Kim McCoy, Qretchen
Meitl, Rhonda Munich, Pam nay-
Ion, Michelle Olin, Kristi Parker,
Marcie Pearish, Robin Feery, An-
drea Pittman, Jenn Pribe, Dana
Rader, Julie Randolph, Jennifer
Rutherford, Laura Sanders, Jenni-
fer Semones, Sandy Shaefer, Rita
Shell, Jacquie Shifflette, Nancy
Spiher, Kim Spilker, Sanka Ste-
phens, Tanya Stiers, Laurinda
Swank, Kerry Thompson, Pauline
Totten, Heather Vincent.
Pi Beta Phi
Fi Fhi Fride
With the pride of Pi Phi, the
women of Indiana Gamma
polished their halos and
shone brightly through the
realms of Butler, both aca-
demically and socially. Since
the very beginning, in 1897,
this Pi Phi chapter has made
significant contributions to
the University, and in 1989,
the tradition continued.
Academically, Pi Beta Phi
was well represented. Several
of her members were named
to the colleges respective
dean s lists. Pi Phis were also
to be found in such organiza-
tions as Mortor Board, Blue
Key, Lambda Sigma, Phi Eta
Sigma, and Alpha Lambda
Delta. The Indiana Gammas
had an extra special shine in
Beth Alderton who was Stu-
dent Assembly 2nd Vice Presi-
dent. With a tradition of excel-
lence. Pi Beta Phi in 1989
continued to sparkle and
shine.
riot only did Pi Phis shed
light on the world of acade-
mia, they spotlighted the so-
cial scene of Butler s campus.
In 1989, Pi Beta Phi added 55
girls to a list of angels who al-
ready wore halos of gold.
Those angelic pledges started
the year off brightly by captur-
ing third place in Blue Key s
annual Freshman Skits. Call-
ing themseKes the Butler
Bunch," the Pi Phi pledges
celebrated a fantasic home-
coming with the entire cam-
pus. The pledges were not the
only angels at Indiana Gamma
who were shining homecom-
ing weekend. President Susan
Bielawski was coordinator for
the entire weekend, and what
a weekend it was!
Throughout the rest of the
year. Pi Phi spirit was high and
bright as the chapter was
awarded three first place spirit
awards at various all-campus
events, as well as a second
place YMCA Spring Sing spirit
award.
A Pi Phi tradition of 92 years
has existed here at Butler Uni-
versity. It has been a tradition
of excellence, in the class-
room and throughout the
campus. It would be difficult
to find any place at Butler that
had not been touched b> the
shine of an angel of Pi Beta
Phi.
Brenda Bishop
Abo\e: A Pi Fhi throws a pie!
Left: Ann Marie McCarthv dances at
Sigma Mu s Voo Doo.
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Right: The crowd enjoys the Delt
event.
Delta Tau Delta members: Bryan
Smith, Thomas Rogers, Christian
Carl, Wally Williams, Mike Goodnight,
Rick Berry, David Meper, Rob Patrick,
John Karaffa, Craig Hess, Doug He
drick, Michael Staton, Robert Vanator
Rob Riethman, Andy Greenlee, Meal
Stock, Kip Reeves, David Thomas, Al
bert O Connor, Steve Rickel, Ty Sib
bitt, James Oestrike, Matt Wilson
Scott Johnston, Mark Williams, Mi
chaeel Tomlin, Derek riierman, Ed
ward Seaver, Todd Chappell, Slater
Hogan, Paul newsom. Eld Burda, Scott
Metzinger, Steve Rimbaugh, Bradley
Sanders, Richard Davis, Brian Mobbe,
Scott Clevenger, John Magre, Robert
Zook, Mark Wolf, Heath Jones, Brad
Shepard, Troy Gardner, Patrick How-
ard, Scott Drew, Paul Fiendt, Rich
Mance, Chris Poe, Darrell Miller, David
Ryser, Frederick Shultz, riate Hol-
dread, Jason Romanes, Andrew Wing.
//
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Delta
Tau
Delta
Above: Pi Beta Phi yells they are "1
after winning the event.
Left: The sororities take place in the
Trik-la-Tron.
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Right: Lambda Chi men at the Kap-
pa Alpha Theta Christmas Ball of
1989.
Below: Kim Bridges and Keith Qast
watch the fun at the Alpha Phi
Sweepskates.
Lambda Chi Alpha members: Tony
Antonopolus, Mike Baker, Chris
Behling, Ron Berry, Ian Borgerhoff,
Jim Boykins, Tony Bozzuto, Bart
Brettnacher, Chris Bultman. Todd
Burry, Keith Bush, Matt Butzow,
Rob Campbell, Paul Colvin, Phi
Combs, Lee Crannel, Rob Davies,
Tom DeBolt, Tom Deuchele, Brian
Disney, Alan Dowd, Qreg Dukes,
Todd rerise, Jeff Frost, Keith Qast,
Tim Qerand, Joe Qray, John Grif-
fin, Tom Hemdon, Mike Homme,
Rex Homme, Kalvis Huns, Scott
Hinter, Jim Jay, Jerry Jones, Scott
Jones, Chip Keller, Mark Lifevn-
dahl, Ted Litchfield, Sloan
McCord, Jeff McCoy, Mark McFa-
tridge, Qus Miller, Marc Miller,
Andy Minor, Mike Murawski, Jeff
Perry, Doug Philipot, Pat Pierce,
Jason Randolph, Dave Ringer,
Kent Rollison, Mike Rosen, Kevin
Schaus, Rich Schmaltz, Rob
Stone, Curtis Taylor, Jay Trosper,
Paul Uchida, Sam VanMess, Chris
Vankula, Scott Waldren, Mark
Wynn, Jeff Zbell, Jim Zeigler, Todd
Phillips, Mark Baumgarten.
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Lambda
Chi
Alpha
Chris Behling is the Lambda Chi can-
didate in the Alpha Phi Sweepskates.
Scott Jones, Keith Bush, Tom DeBolt,
and Jeff Frost look good for Lambda
Chi rounder s Day 89.
Tom Hemdon prepares the watermel-
ons for the Lambda Chi Melon Bust.
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Blayd Morrall spikes the ball in the
intramural volleyball championship
game at the Phi Delt house.
The Phi Delta Theta pledge class of
1990.
Phi Delta Theta members: Bob
Weinberg, Greg Stohler, Jonathon
Simon, Joe Carroll, Pete McMa-
han, John Mousefield, Kendall
Hendricks, Scott Reynolds, Dave
Qundaker, Brad Van Hom, Mike
Cox, Alex Krinsky, Brad Mufford,
Mike Jomdt, Mike Klincik, Brad
Gibson, Mark Jenkins, Blayd Mor-
rall, Garrett Gosselink, J. P. Qer-
ster, Jeff Moehlenhamp, Jeff Kurtz,
Mark Dresden, Lee flerrington,
Tom Qast, Vince Plowman, Jim
Reynolds, Jeff Reynolds, Doug
Spurgeon, Tom Shurman, Dan
Domsich, Rich Martin, Joel John-
son, Rob rioel, Joel Guske, Tim
Manuzzi, Bill Divish, Marc Ugo,
Derek Tucker, Chad flayes. Bill
Chase, Brent Johnson, Ron Reed,
John Leonard, Larry Taylor, Mike
Dorris, Brad Steely, Chuck Wells,
Todd Colvin, Larry Stone, Tim Killi-
lea, Doug Sorocco, Dean O'Brien,
Dave Ratcliff, Bryan Moff, Ron
Reed, Tim Bowers, Paul Lufl, Matt
Friars, Jim Fiegle, Mike Smith,
Steve Poe, Steve Swope, Brian
Hull, Dan Hays, Kevin Cobb, Chris
Adams, Chris Clephane.
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The Queen candidates for the Phi
Delfs Lil Phi hundred are: Keri
Buhler, Laura Kircini^o, Kim Schaffer,
Dana Raider, Kim Qinter and Julie
Russell.
Phi
Delta
I Theta
Mike Jornet. Chuck Wells, Todd Col-
vin, and Joel Johnson sculpture a toi-
let paper masterpiece at the Delta
Qamma house,
Dane Gundacker. Blayd Horrall, Todd
Covin, Doug Spurgen, Marc Ugo, Tim
Killilea, and Mark Jenkins hold Rich
Martin at the Alpha Chi Christmas
dance.
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Below: One of the queen candi- John Hummell and his girlfriend,
dates for the Phi Psi 500 is Lindsey Sheila play basketball with one of
Smith. the boys from the Lutherv\'OOd
Right; Rick Caldwell, John Strott, home.
fMm(»ijm
Phi Kappa Psi members: Matthew
McKee, David Creighton, Michael
Rogers, William Dunn, Ronald El-
lis, Brian Quy, Michael Karunas,
Daniel Horris, Kurt Phillips, Steve
Zetzl, Aaron Schamp, John Curri-
er, Steven McConnell, Sean Med-
lock, Kenneth Zoll, Jeffrey Holde-
man, Larry Hane, Craig Davenport,
Chris Rahe, Jeffrey Lane, James
Carr, Richard Moulton, Edwin Wol-
lert, Brian Paulsrud, Andrew Simp-
son, James Dick, Eric Overpech,
Jeffrey Bladwin, John Strott, Ed-
ward Ruiz, Sean Kane, Brian
Shape, Lawrence Willig, Brandon
Qaither, Mark newman. Kirk Mal-
pin, Greg Lineweaver, Craig Hol-
brook, Tyler Swisher, Richard
Caldwell, John Hummel, John
Walther, Mike Sumner, Bradley
Howell, Devon Hoover, David
Figge, Jesse Qabrano, Michael
Messick, Thomas Faust, Evan Tan-
ner, Mike Cassidy, John Schuer-
man, Andrew Janning, Andrew
Johnson, Larry Qabbard, Jerry Per-
ron, Mark Harpring.
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Phi
Kappa
Psi
Greg Lineweaver, Eric Dillner, Eric
OverpecK and Jeff Lane sing the Star
Spangled Banner.
The Ph Psi queen winner is Laura Sor-
rels.
m'^^
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Sigma Hu members: Don Abell,
Joe Koehnen, Tom Jennings, Ron
Roembke, Mike Ertle, Dave Stott,
Rick Donovan, Greg Mariacher,
Tom Ackermann, Dan Shirey, Mike
Williams, Mike Caskey, Mike Clark,
Joe Schaffer, Ron Kiolbassa, Chris
Abel, Chris Dirksing, Ron Baird,
Jeff Thomas, Dan Huber, P. K. Wil-
liams, Joe Copple, Matt Hutt, Jim
Allegretti, Dean Tavernier. Todd
Roehling, Kyle Muehlbronner,
Mike Schuler, Rick Atkins, Dave
Perkins, Dave Perkins, Matt Pfies-
ter, John Hahn, Kevin Hartman,
Kevin Menegan, Brent Berglund,
Tom Fuller, Qreg Davis, Andy Tin-
gle, Tim Whitmer, Richard Roesch,
Larry Linde, Sam Talarico, Dave
Will.
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Sigma Nu
Award winning Sig Piu's
Sigma hu was founded in
1869 at the Virginia Military' In-
stitute. Tine Epsilon Nu Chap-
ter at Butler was installed on
May 6, 1926. The past year
marked continued improve-
ment and success for the 54
members of Sigma I^u who led
the way in both academic and
extra-curricular activities.
Known for their outstanding
athletes, the past year proved
to be no exception. Thirty four
Brothers represented Butler in
five intercollegiate sports;
football, basketball, baseball,
track, and golf. A number of
Brothers were also honored
with post-season awards. In
addition, Sigma Plu was also
represented in various ser\'ice
organizations and honoraries.
The men of Sigma Mu, in con-
junction with the women of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, raised
over $3500 for the Ronald Mc-
Donald Mouse. The annual
campus event, Voo Doo Week-
end, was again a tremendous
success as over 80 people
participated in the Third An-
nual Voo Doo Golf Tourna-
ment.
Abo\e: Sigma nu s escort Ihc girls at
Voo Doo.
1 eft: Greg Da\is tells a funny joke that
makes Joelle laugh.
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150 TKE
Front row: Scott Conner, Kent Qreer, Kurt Kollmeyer ( with Boone, TKE dog), Brad McMillen,
JeflfBecK, Rick Harx'ey, Jon QrifTin, QregQauer, Craven Lynn. Second row: Blake Schimmel, Tich
Moren, Doug Shore, Bobby Benson, Mike Penrose, Qerry Dunke, Tom i^cEvoy. Chris Murray,
Davin Isakson, Marty Dezelan. Third row: Jay Shultz, Tim Masheck, Eric Robison, Steven
Johnson, Mark Preissig, Scott Latta, Mark Bender, Scott Diersing, Joe Chaille, Joe Latty, Qreg
Lyons, Andrew Young, Jeff Massey, John Enderle, Fat Rooney, Mark Taylor. Fourth row: Kenny
Langston, Bill Sickles, Brian Stemme, Steve Neumann, Gary Eldridge, Bill Kopp, Bob Woodring,
Tim Walker, Darren Stevenson. Back row: JeffCramer, Chuck Orban, Carl Kocar, Mike Cochran,
Mike Sharp, Jim Shultz, Mike Baillie, Jason Lovell, Paul Romanowski, Qreg Stanley, Matt
Merica, Dayne Manwaring, Doug Chase, Scott Wisler. not picture: Kyle Kouns, Deron Manwar-
ing, Jim Dixon.
Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Most Improved Chapter
The Qamma Psi of Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon uas founded Octo-
ber 21, 1951. Recently the
TKE s uere honored at their
national con\ention recei\ing
the Most lmpro\ed Chapter'
award. The members are com-
petiti\e in intramural sports
and have 52 members in-
volved in Butler athletics.
The philanthropy for the
TKE s is Gleaners Foodbank.
The TKE s have a yearly race
in which bikers from each
housing unit participate in a
bike race to raise money for
the need) people of Indianap-
olis. The e\ent is named The
Race for Hunger and is in it's
second year of e.xistence. The
TKE s also participate in But-
ler s Greek Week by hosting a
party for the deaf children of
Indianapolis.
Socially, the TKE s kick off
the year with their annual TKE
Fall Fest all-campus party. Ac-
tivities are held during the day
in which representatives from
each sorority compete in
races organized by the TKE s.
Following the days's activities
is a party that night. Their
dances are the Christmas
Dance, which is organized by
the pledges, a Halloween and
Valentines Dance. The final
dance is the Red Carnation
Ball which is held at Four
Winds Resort at Lake Monroe.
At the Red Carnation Ball, the
seniors of TKE are honored
and awards are given for their
contribution to the house.
Officers for 1990: President;
Deron Manwaring, Vice-presi-
dent: Doug Chase, Secretary:
Scott Latta, Treasurer: Brian
Stemme.
Kick Harvev , Scott Conner, Jeff Beck,
iJlakc Schimmel, Craven Lvnn, and
Nike Penrose take a break after their
job is finished.
Tammv Coe and Qina Nicosia partici-
pate in the TKE fail festival.
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The pledge class of 1990 with the
two coaches; Clay Jones and Pete
Harrington.
Sigma Chi members: Todd Ash-
man, Al Becker, Pete Bixler, Jay
Brinkmoeller, Jim Cain, Henry
Clark, Mike Cotter, Brandon Dar-
nay. Perry DeQroot, Qreg Duff,
Chris Evans, Pete Finch, Joe
Frollo, Tony Gay, Qreg George, Ke-
vin Halm, Chris Hammerle, Pete
Harrington, Tom Hipsking, Ron
Hoppes, Clay Jones, Matt Jones,
Mike Karbowski, Dave Lary, Scott
Lindenburg, Larry Manning, Tony
MefTord, Mike Megan, Scott Menne,
Tom riyhan, Paul Fopodapolis,
Perry Rice, Billy Ray Richards, Ber-
nard Ringer, Howard Sams, Brian
Schneider, J. Q. Schwarz, Matt
Shaver, Matt Simpson, Jude Sorg,
Shane Stark, Chris Stewart, Chris
Temet, Kevin Theile, Eric Under-
wood, Will Weisiger, Mark Willey,
Todd Wilms, Kern Wilson, Pat
Woods, Chris Zajicek.
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i Sigma Chi
Sigs install new programs
Sigma Chi has undergone
wholesale changes in this, the
chapter's 125th year on cam-
pus.
Fresh ideas are being put
into action to help bolster the
fraternity's standing at Butler,
new scholarship, alcohol and
pledge programs are being
adopted by the Sigs and re-
sults look promising.
Along with the intagibles,
Sigma Chi has also been reno-
vated physically. A brand new
$70,000 kitchen was installed
over Christmas break to help
rejuvenate the aging struc-
ture.
And as always, Sigma Chi
has been aleader in campus
activity. Todd Wilms was elect-
ed to his second term as IPC
president. Mike Karbowski is
serving as senior class trea-
surer and Perry Rice is the
senior class secretary.
Also, the Sigs have been a
major supporter of the Black
Student Union and minority
rights, taking part in the Black
Unity March.
In sports, twelve members
participated in five different
varsity athletics. The house
won IM football for the sixth
time in seven years and they
beat the Phi Delts in Chariot
Race once again.
Above: Delta Delta Delta carry Mark
Wiley in the bed races at Derby Daze.
Left: Tony Mefford shows his pie to
Greg Duff.
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Dr. Michael Shasberger is the first fac-
ulty member who lived at the Residen-
tial College.
Fatih Aslanoba and Laura Minassian
eat and talk at the picnic.
154 Resco
Residential
College
Resco newest addition on campus
The Residential College is
one of the newest additions to
the campus. Residential Col-
lege, also known as Resco,
was created to provide more
relations between the faculty
and students. This year Resco
had faculty living there full
time. They were Dr. & Mrs.
Shasberger. Also, the hall di-
rector, Laurie Matusiak, lived
in the college itself.
The new facilities provided
new rooms which were orga-
nized as suites. This meant
having three roommates in-
stead of just one! The bath-
room between every two
rooms was more efficient for
normal home like conditions.
There were also 24 hour
lounges located on each hall
and personal study rooms in
the basement. The new cafete-
ria gave the students a more
pleasant atmosphere. This
new addition allowed for both
male and female students to
live there.
Throughout the year we
struggled with even more ad-
ditions being made to com-
plete the hall; such as, new
locked doors, a new location
for the office, washers and dry-
ers, a vending area, mail-
boxes, and the cafeteria. In
the end it was certainly worth
it!
The Residential College can
be proud of Resco/Com-
muters coming in 3rd place at
Spring Sing. For their first at-
tempt in this performance that
was certainly an accomplish-
ment.
Above: Resco students enjoy a picture
on the new grounds in the fall!
Left: Delmar TerT> studies in one of
Rescos lounges.
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Laurie Trowbridge and Mike Tomlin ^S
get ready to cheer. /g
'
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Janene Clark and Heather Burkhart
talked at the Bonfire of Homecoming
event.
John f^aiser, Jeff Auld and Julie
t^romkowski huddle in a group. \
156 candids
Alpha Phi Sweepskates.
r?^l!f6' 'M
Butler s track team run strongl> at no-
ire Dame.
Athletic Trainers.
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INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUT L E R U n I V E R S 1 T Y
GREAT BRlTAin AUSTRALL^
Brighton
Canterbury
Colchester
Glasgow
Leeds
Bristol
Cambridge
Edinburgh
Lancaster
London
Sydney
Ferth
Brisbane
Adelaide
Melbourne
Piorwich
Oxford
Stirling
riewcastle
nottingham
Plymouth
York
Upon Tyne
St Andrews Internships and Instep programs
For details call (31 7)285-9336
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Fatich Aslanoba dances at an Interna-
tional Students Club event.
Resco and the Commuters appear
sleepy either from too much practice
or good acting!
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Greg Stanley goes to bat at Tau Kappa Epsilon
house on a Sunday afternoon.
162 candids
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A
Abbott, Karen 76
Abel, Chris 148
Abeleda, Caroline 21
Abell, Don 148
Abraham, Lisa 76
AcKermann, Tom 60, 148
Adams, Chris 144
Adams, Lori 56, 57, 76
Addasi, Maha 76
Alderton, Beth 76, 138, 139
Aldridge, Wendy 44
Alexander, Kelli 58, 134
Alexander, Peter 76
Alexander, Shannon 19, 134
Allegretti, Jim 12, 148
Allen, Qina 123
Allen, Tim 35
Althoff, Katherine 100, 101
Amick, Jim 46
Ananias, Jim 48, 49
Anderson, HiKki 44, 167
Anderson, Susan 136
Angst, Frank 165
Antonopolis, Tony 15, 142
Archbold, Darin 52, 55
Ardizzone, Angle 134
Anan, Beth 138
Ashby, Kari 136
Ashman, Todd 7, 152
Aslanoba, Fatich 154, 158
Atkins, Angela 76
Atkins, Kris 49, 58, 59
Atkins, Rick 148
Auld, Jeff 5, 156
Austin, Miliary 134
Austin, Kathy 136
Ayers, Candy 138
B
Bacci, Regina 136, 137
BaiUie, Mike 150
Baily, Jaime 134
Baird, Ron 148
Baker, Beth 138
Baker, Molly 76
Baker, Julie 138
Baker, Kyle 49
Baker, Mike 8, 142
Baldwin, Jeff 29, 146
Ball, Judith 76
Bali, Ray 42, 124
Ballentine, Brady 60
Barber, Maria 138
Barnes, Rich 76, 81, 102
Bartnik, J, 78
Bates, Andrea 136
Baughman, Mena 76
Baumgarten, Mark 142
Baumgartner, Christine 76
Baxter, Bonnie 76
Beabout, Jacinda 130
Beaver, Janet 76
Beck, Jeff 150, 151
Becker, Al 152
Becker, Robin 138
Beckett, Letitia 123
Beeson, Kathy 14, 15, 123
Behling, Chris 78, 112, 142. 143
Bell, Cindy 129
Bender, Mark 150
Bennett, Fritz 26
Benson, Bobby 150
Berglund, Brent 60, 148
Bemer, Wendy 101
Berry, Rick 52, 140
Berry, Ron 142
Berson, Pam 14, 130
Betancourt, Tracy 102, 134
Bielawski, Susan 76. 138. 139
Billmeier. Beth 110
Binbacher. Kim 129
Bishoff, Becky 2
Bishop, Brenda 138
Bishop, Missy 102
Bixeman, Beth 76, 134
Bi.xler. Pete 152
Blackmore. Vanessa 77
Blase, Melissa 136
Bloomer, Michelle 134
Blume, Sarah 138
Bodin, Mindy 47
Bohman, Amy 136
Bonaguro, Jeanne 77, 134
Boquiren, Sidney 22, 71, 98
Borgerhoff, Ian 46, 47, 77, 142
Borre, Lori 130
Bottom, Jason 124
Boucuvalas, Maria 77, 138
Bowen, Tim 52
Bowers, Tim 77, 144
Bowlby, Holly 134
Bowlby, Missy 134
Bowling, Tracy 136, 137
Bowman, Shawna 136
Boyack, Sharon 5, 7, 14, 22, 74.
Boyce, Kathy 136
Boyer, Lisa 77
Boykins, Jim 142
Boyle, Brian 46, 47
Bozzuto, Theresa 77
Bozzuto, Tony 142
Braden, Carol 57
Branham, Camilla 130
Breiner, Joelle 77, 138
Brens, J, F, 52, 53
Brentknocker, B, 78
Brettnacher, Bart 142
Brew, Christian 106
Brew, Christina 138
Brewer. Sharon 14
Bridges, Kim 142
Brinkmoeller, Jay 152
Britton, Barbara 154
Brizzolara, Amy 77
Brock, Sue 77
Broniak, Julie 103
Brooks, Barbara 77
Brooks, Beth 42, 112, 134
Brooks, Dave 34
Broviak, Julia 77
Brown, Katie 3
Brown, Muriel 77
Bruner, Shelly 42
Bucciferro, Ann 134
Buchanan, Jolinda 138
Budak, Donna 77
Buffano, Kim 138
Buhler, Keri 78, 128, 129, 145
Bullock, Angle 138
Bultman, Chris 142
Burda, Ed 140
Burkhart, heather 9, 32, 156
Burns, Stacey 77
Burry, Todd 142
Bush, Keith 142, 143
Butler, Barb 138
Butzow, Matt 142
c
Cain, Jim 5. 22. 152
Caldwell. Rick 29. 146
Callendar, Julia 130
Calnin, Paul 42
Campana, Ellen 78. 138
Campbell, Lynette 138
Campbell, Michelle 78
Campbell, Rob 142
Cardinal, Sherri 130
Carl, Chris 81, 102
Carl, Christian 140
Carlo, Tami 78
Caristrand, Kirstin 11
Cariton, Jodi 138
Carney, Peggy 106, 136
Carpenter, Brian 63
Carr, James 146
Carr, Janice 103
Carroll, Blayne 78
Carroll, Joe 144
Carroll, Laura 44, 45
Carroll, Shannon 134
Carson, Amy 138
Carter, Steffanie 134
Cashen, Jennifer 78, 136
Cashin, Joy 134
Cassidy, Mike 146, 148
Caudill, Jamelin 138
Chaille, Joe 150
Chambliss, Stacey 23
Chandler, Laura 134
Chapas. Kristyn 14, 15, 78, 90,
Chappell, Todd 140
Chase, Bill 144
Chase, Doug 137, 150, 151
Chemey, Jim 78, 110, 111
Christiansen, Beth 57
Church. Lori 78
Clamme. Lisa 130
Clark. Carolyn 138
Clark, Menry 152
Clark. Janene 32. 129. 156
Clark, Mike 148
Clephane, Chris 101. 144
Clevenger, Scott 140
Clodtelter, Susan 138
Clouse, Brian 78
Cobb, Kevin 78, 144
Cochran, Mike 150
Coe, Tammy 11, 151
Coffee, RaDiael 60, 61
CofTini, Theresa 123
Coles, Katie 136
Collier. Barry 52
Collier. Katie 138
Collins. Lisa 138
Colvin. Paul 142
Colvin, Todd 129, 144, 145
Combs. Lisa 130
Combs, Phi 142
Combs, Veronica 101
Compton, Kelly 134
Conner, Scott 46, 150, 151
Conover, Debbie 58
Cook, Meagan 136, 137
Copple, Joe 79, 148
Cornelius. Alicia 79
Cotter. Mike 106, 152
Cottini, Jule 130
Cougill, Kay 79
Coulson, Joelle 136
Cox, Michelle 13, 79, 102
Cox, Mike 144
Coyne, Art 110
Cradell, Jeffrey 24
Cramer, Jeff 106, 150
Crannel, Lee 142
Craton, Dane 29
Crawshaw, Ken 79, 124, 125
Creighton, Dave 137, 146
Crofts, Becky 79, 136
Culbertson, Ruth 4, 138
Cullen, Kelly 136
Curd, Doug 124
Currier, John 146
D
Daily, Jennifer 110, 138
Daniels, Erin 136
Damay. Brandon 79, 152
Daugherty, Kim 15
Davenport, Craig 146
Davenport, Lori 29, 138
Davidson, Jennifer 79, 136
Davies, Rob 142
Davis, Amy 12
Davis, Bridgett 138
Davis, Greg 148, 149
Davis, Paige 136
Davis, Richard 140
Davis, Traci 134
Davis, Tricia 47
Dawson, Christina 79
De Kanter, Liz 138
DeBolt, Tom 106, 142, 143
Decker. J. R. 124
Deeg, Julie 136
DeGroot. Perry 152
Del Rosario, Deb 134
Delisle, Theresa 136
Dell, Tanva 130
Demmon, Sarah 42, 63, 130
DcsBordes, Jason 49
Deuchele, Tom 142
DeVore, Sarah 136
Dewester Kim 21
DeWester, Michelle 79
DeWitt, Brownyn 134
Dezelan, Marty 150
Dick, James 146
Dickenson, Denise 130
Dickerson, Matt 34
Didion, Todd 124
Diersing, Scott 60, 150
Dietz, Meg 136, 137
Dietz, Robyne 79, 134
Dinner, Eric 11, 99, 147
DiPalma, Marley 134
Dirksing, Chris 148
Dishian, Jenny 123
Disney, Angle 138
Disney, Brian 142
Divish, Bill 144
Dixon, Jim 79, 150
Dolby, Cheree 16
Dollens, Missy 138
Domisch, Dan 102, 144
Donovan. Rick 52. 148
Dorenbusch. Teresa 138
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And in closing
The 1989-90 year evolved
through many changes. We experi-
enced growth amongest ourselves
and the campus itself. The con-
struction that we tried to avoid ail
year put a different perspective to
Butler University. We now see new
parking facilities, a completed resi-
dence hall, Hinkle at its best, and
new organizations and inside facili-
ties. We close this year with memo-
ries to reflect and changes to help
us in the future!
A special thanks
for the additional
Photographs from
Mr. Stalcup
Gerri L. Rambis
Mara E. McCabe
and Lori Ray
Melissa fiandy, Editor
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